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EDITORIAL NOTICE. 
The Feaitor wiil be glad to consider any AISS., photographs, or sketches 

submitted to him, but they should be accompanied with stamped addressed 
envelopes for return if unsuitable. In case of loss or injury he cannot hold 

himself resjonsible jor MSS., photographs, or sketches, and fublication in 
Country Lirk can alone be taken as evidence of acceflance. The name and 

aadiess of she owner should be placed on the back of all pictures and MSS, 
Those who send thotographs are requested to state the price required for 

reproduction, otherwise when fayment 7s requested it will be made at the usual 

rates of the journal. Cnly the actual fhotographer or owner of the copyright 

can be treated with. 
Vols. Vi., V11., Viil., 1NX.. and X. of COUNTRY LIFE ave now ready, 

and can be obsaimed on af plication to the Lublisher. Trice, bound in green halt 
morocco, 25s. per volume, or 21s. ingreen cloth, gilt edges. Vols. /., 11., /4/., 
JV, and V. are out of print. All cheques should be made payable to the 

froprietors, COUNTRY LIFE. 
Zhe charge jor small Aavertisements of Lroper:y jor Sale or to Let, 

Situations Wanted, ett., Ue., is 55. for 40 words and under, and 1s. for 

each aaditicnal 10 words or less. All oraers must be accompanied by a 
remittance, and all matters relating to Advertisements should be addressed to 

the Manager, 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Gardeus W.C. 

HARE PARKS. 
T is rather surprising that the owners of parks do not, asa 

rule, use them as hare preserves. Parks are exactly suited 
to the life and habits of hares, far inore so than ordinary 
enclosed country. Now that the universal war on ground 
game niakes it more than ever difficult to keep a stock on 

an estate, the quiet and protection which a park offers them are 
more than ever valuable. Yet there are parks by the score, 
sometimes with herds of deer kept in them, where hardly a hare 
is seen, though the mischievous rabbits may be numerous. This 

is not because there are plenty of hares elsewhere, for, as often as 
not, very few are seen in a whole day’s shooting outside. A good 
head of hares is a very considerable addition to the prettiness of 
a park. They show themselves far more than they do out in the 
field, where they are in lasting fear of men and dogs. When the 
park plantations are shot, the hares can be killed without sparing ; 
but at other times they are safe irom the constant fear of the 
prowling dog and the farmer with his gun, and a few days after 
the shoot the survivors may be seen cantering about and feeding 
fearlessly again. Hare parks were one of the oldest forms of 
preserve, though their existence has been almost forgotten. It 
is difficult to imagine how the animals would have survived at 
all, considering the ease with which they are trapped and snared, 
had not the Normans stepped in, not only witha game law (hares 
being scheduled as gaine), but also with their brilliant idea of 
keeping them in parks, where they had absolute protection. 
Among the last specially made hare parks was one at Hampton 
Court, in which Royalty used to take its diversion till a com- 
paratively recent date. 

Where hares are scarce and there is a park, it only remains 
with the owner to have plenty. For they have this peculiarity 
of habit—that they are intensely local creatures, even more so 
than partridges, and when they have a home of any kind they very 
seldom stray from it. You will find hares not only in the same 
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field, but on the same part of a field, for months together. The 
only thing that makes them shift is bad weather. Ina park they 

are very little exposed, and if there is violently bad weather 
there is generally cover close by. Though they do not breed at 
anything like the speed of the rabbit, hares are very prolifi 
creatures. It is astonishing how quickly a stock can be got up 
where, as in the case of a park, it is particularly easy to prever 
dogs from worrying the leverets and to trap the ground vermi 
Winged vermin, except now and then a hen sparrow-hawk, very 
seldom touch even small leverets. The female hare will hers. | 
defend them from crows or magpies when they are very smal, 

At the age of twelve months hares will breed. They only so 
with young thirty days, and have from two to five in a lit: -r, 
As they have usually three litters in a season, each doe, tak \¢ 
the average at three leverets, will produce nine. Older d «s 
probably always average this number. In parks these |). je 
creatures are generally dropped in the open, out on the gr 
where they lie perfectly flat in a small hollow scraped by 
mother. ‘There are few prettier thingsin Nature than these | 
leverets, which do not attempt to move, though, if handled, 1 
will occasionally bolt away a few yards. The case of the s: 
leveret defending the nest mentioned in Country Lire 
autumn shows that they have some instinct of self-protection. |t 
will be noticed that though park hares are tame and lie \ :y 
close, and will feed in the early morning and evening \] 
within sight of the windows of the house, they do not o: :-n 
come into the garden and eat flowers or do mischief, as ral) ts 

do, neither are they in the habit of eating the bark off shri os, 
But they are death to carnations. A walled park, or one \ th 
split oak railings, ought to be full of hares. They are t en 
completely protected, and are not liable to be shot by ten: its 
who have tempting fields of tares or green wheat just out: le. 
But in the case of a walled park care must be taken th: it 
does not become overstocked. 

Two very good examples of parks in which hares are proj rly 
maintained are Holkham and the new park at Lockinge. It 
is not proper to mention others where they are not, but ¢ ry 
reader will have noticed parks of all sizes in which hares are 
conspicuous by their absence. Holkham is a very large j irk 
enclosed by a wall. There are, roughly speaking, about two ind 
a-half square miles in it, and the whole is surrounded on the inner 
side of the wall by a deep belt of wood. The hares lie, asa rile, 
not in these woods, but out in the open. Ina walk across the pirk, 
they jump up everywhere and canter off, and the scene in the 
early spring, when all the hares are on the move by dayligl\, is 
particularly pretty. When the coverts are shot they give all the 
morning shooting, no pheasants being fired at at all, except 
those going back; and the hares alone form a considerable part 
of the bag. Lockinge is an instance of a totally different kind of 
park, so completely the opposite of Holkham that the success 
with which hares are maintained there is evidence of their being 
adapted to park life. The area is very considerable, about 2,000 
acres, on the side of the high Downs. It is a new park, in which 
a good many small old plantations of beech trees are incor- 
porated, and in which many large new ones are most picturesquely 
planted. A great part of it is old down, or what was plough- 
land on the hillside, but is now laid down to grass. This park is 
full of hares, which are preserved, but not attracted by any 
artificial means. The boundaries of the park are iron railings of 
the longitudinal pattern, so that it is in no sense enclosed or 
protected so far as the hares are concerned. 

The Plain of Cheshire and parts of Lancashire show excep- 
tions to the general indifference to hare preservation. They are 
very plentiful over most of the Cheshire Plain, and quite close to 
Liverpool ard even to such places as Widnes, while you may 
go over miles in Kent or Sussex, where pheasants are heavily 
preserved, and seldom see a hare. There are Sussex estates on 
which 1,000 pheasants are annually reared, but on which not one 
hare was shot last season. 

Our Portrait [llustration. 
“]-HE marriage of the Earl of Lytton and Miss Pamela 

Chichele-Plowden, which makes our frontispiece pecu! arly 
appropriate, is of more than common interest. Lord Ly ton, 
who inherits both political and hterary talent, may claim dis- 
tinctly ancient lineage, but the new Countess of Lytton, al\ ays 
one of the greatest ornaments of society in every sens of 
the phrase, comes of a stock concerning the antiquity of w sich 
there is no doubt. In Defoe’s time the Plowdens of Plo: Jen 
were amongst the few unquestionably old families. [he 
scrupulous Burke is driven to confess that there have een 
Plowdens of Plowden from a period anterior to exi ing 
records. In fact, there were always Plowdens of Plowden ind 
the good wishes of a wide circle of friends wili go with -his 
member of the family on her marriage to a very promising y 20 
statesman. She is the daughter of Sir Trevor Chi ele- 
Plowden, K.C.S.1. 
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OR good or for evil the Royal Horticultural Society have 
definitely decided ‘to secure, first, a suitable hall and 
offices near those now occupied at Westminster”; 
a site has been found in Vincent Square, and therefore 
overlooking the time-honoured ‘“ Fields” of West- 

ister School, at £690 per annum for a lease of ggg years; and 
all and offices at an estimated cost of £25,000, which, of course, 
ins at least £30,000, are projected as a memorial of the cen- 
ary. Sothe hall, which is important, is to come before the 
iden, which is of quite equal importance; and the society is 
uly committed to a great enterprise. What is to be the out- 
e? 

Fy 

In this matter we may take the Garden, edited soberly by Miss 
cyll, who has no rival for love or knowledge of the subject, 

and Mr. Ernest T. Cook, who has devoted his life to practical 
ad scientific and literary horticulture, to be a safe guide. From 
tle be zinning it has given its counsel in favour of prudence, and 
the editors now confess that they have grave misgivings as to 
tic future; but they have clearly no desire to prophesy evil, and 
now that the policy of the council, of Sir Trevor Lawrence, Sir 
\. T. Thiselton Dyer, Sir Michael Foster, M.P., and the Dean 

of Kochester, and others, has been finally accepted, they accept 
that policy unreservedly, and they will do their best to further 
it. Grief over ‘what might have been,” and apprehension con- 
cerning ‘* what may come” are merged in keen and public-spirited 
desire to co-operate loyally in securing the end chosen by a very 
large majority. That is the right spirit. : 

And, after all, what need is there for serious apprehension ? 
Baron Shroeder has made himself practically responsible for the 
site, and he contributes £5,000; Mr. H. J. Elwes, Mr. Sutton, 
and Mr. Sherwood give £1,090 apiece; the society is advancing 
in membership by leaps and bounds, and we are confident that, 
in an age when gardening is, as some have it, a craze—or, as we 
put it, a pure, healthy, and irresistible passion and instinct—the 
number of fellows of various degrees would soon become almost 
unmanageable if the advantages of membership were more gene- 
rally known. These are bad times for the raising of subscrip- 
tions, it is true, but we entertain no doubt that the money will 
be forthcoming, and that, before many years have passed, the 
society will also have at its command a new garden for scientific, 
experimental, and practical work, instead of the Chiswick 
Garden, which, as Sir Trevor Lawrence said, ‘has practically 
ceased to be suitable for a garden.” 

The financial returns for the year were completed on 
March 31st, and the outstanding feature of these is that the 
revenue collected is the largest on record, amounting to 
£1,142,000 in round numbers. The absence of strain or over- 
exertion with which the country has contributed this gigantic sum 
has been made a theme for much fine rhetoric, and is really 
remarkable in its way. It shows that our scheme of taxation is 
very adroitly distributed. But, also, it is clear and evident that 
this huge expenditure is much to be deplored, and the sooner we 
get back to the normal the better. When our expenditure is 
fixed it tends to remain so, but we ought never to forget that we 
are On a war footing, and the war is the most expensive one ever 
waged. The salient points in last year’s financial history were 
the increased production of the income-tax and the comparative 
failure of the new coal duty. 

Whatever else happens, it is apparent that foreign countries 
a’e determined to leave no stone unturned to obtain their share 
© the English butter trade. The Russian Government has just 
been taking very energetic measures to increase the sale of 
Siberian dairy produce. A quicker service of trains has been 

ovided to convey it to the Baltic coast, a thousand cars with 
frigerators having been constructed especially for the service. 
new line of steamers from Riga to Hull will convey the 

‘oduce to Great Britain. A subvention equal to £10,000 ae 
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annually will be devoted to the encouragement of exporters. In 
view of facts like these it might be well for Mr. Hanbury to 
reconsider the policy of our Board of Agriculture, which is to 
collect statistics, instruct and guide, but never to medile directly 
with business. Other Governments find it of advantage to take 
more decided measures. 

Economists might profitably spend their time in elucidating 
the effects of those American ‘trusts,”’ of which the beef one is 
the latest. It has forced prices so high that fresh meat has 
become a luxury in a country that exports it in huge quantities 
to Great Britain, and it is estimated that an increase of price 
which has now taken place will add £20,000,000 to the profits. 
The methods by which this has been achieved have been 
minutely described by a New York journal, and may be 
summarised in a few words. First, there is an association of 
men whose command cf capital is practically unlimited, and they 
proceed to exterminate such local dealers as will not join by 
establishing shops to undersell them. Operations so extensive 
cannot be performed in a short time, and, as a matter of fact, it 
has taken years to work out the scheme. But at the end the 
public is at the mercy of the trust. Of course the result to the 
nation in the end is as bad as is possible. The man who has 
made a fortune by cheapening the necessaries of life adds to the 
effective strength of the country, whereas he who makes them 
dearer cripples it. 

It is stated that the Commissioners of Woods and Forests 
desire to acquire the right to sell or let land in the New Forest 
for ‘‘ purposes connected with the public health.” That has been 
understood to mean ‘hospitals, sanatoria, retreats, and even 
hydropathic establishments.” Of course it might mean a great 
deal more, for example, sewage farms, which are connected with 
the public health; and we give publicity to the desire of the 
Commissioners, quite gratuitously and out of sheer good will, 
because in proportion to that publicity will be the diminution of 
the chances of the gratification of the desire. Theoretically the 
interests of the Commoners only are affected; practically the 
menace extends to far and away the most extensive tract of real 
moor and woodland open to the public in Southern England. As 
for other sites, equally healthy if not so beautiful, their name is 
lezion; but the invasion of the Forest would be an outrage. 

Until ten days ago or thereabouts, Edward Jeffrey of Malling, 
in Kent, having lived for eighty years in his native county, was 
unknown to fame. Then, according to the first story published, he 
tried to cut his throat, because he and his wife of fifty-nine years’ 
standing could not live on 3s. per week allowed by the Guardians 
and would not suffer the degradation of going into “ the House.” 
There were a good many mistakes in the report. Jeffrey had 
entered the workhouse three weeks before; the allowance had 
been 4s. 6d., not 3s.; finally, the Joan of this Darby was quite a 
recent acquisition. But there remained the solid fact that, after 
a lifetime of honest work as an agricultural labourer, and while 
he was still willing to work, Jeffrey had to choose between ‘“ the 
House” and starvation. Publicity has made him a richer man 
than ever he was before. With a cottage and tos. a week, and 
a little nest egg from casual subscriptions, Jeffrey and his wif 
may end their declining days in comfort. There remains a truth 
which is none the less appalling in that it is familiar to all who 
know the land. Jeffrey is in no sense singular, save for the fact 
that he attempted suicide, but rather a typical example of a worthy 
class. His fate, but for tne accident of publicity, would simply 
have been the common lot of the agricultural labourer who has 
no sons able and willing to support him. Truly the case for 
old-age pensions for the deserving poor, especially for those who 
have worked themselves out on the land, is very strong. 

In the austere city of Glasgow a commotion is in the way 
of being raised about the harmless necessary barmaid, the magis- 
trates being credited with an intention to abolish her from the 
holy precincts of St. Mungo. They consider it an unlovely 
thing that the ‘“‘auld kirk’ should be served by innocent 
maidens to the young Glaswegians. As a concession it is 
admitted that neat-handed Phyllis may, an she will, attend to 
the customers in restaurants and eating-houses, but where “ solid 
drink” is the staple she is to be debarred. We can scarcely 
think that the proposal comes within the range of practical 
politics. This sentimental protection of women is an insult to 
them. It is certainly not the custom in other towns, whatever 
the case may be in Glasgow, to give young girls this work to do. 
The majority are mature women, perfectly competent to take 
care of themselves, and the sense of decency in the general 
public is always strong enough to protect a woman from wanton 
insult. Indeed, he is a very exceptional individual who would 
offer anything of the kind. On the other hand, the class of 
women from which barmaids are drawn has not too many 
openings, and the certain effect of any such regulation would be 
to throw a number of people out of work. 
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“ Who killed Cock Robin ?” has long been a dark insinuation 
against the fame of the sparrow. Then lately Mr. Tegetmeier 
iramed an awful indictment against him, and summed him up ina 
pamphlet as no better than an avian rat, eating the grain of idleness 
for ten months in the year, and only catching insects in early 
summer because they agree with the digestion of his young family. 
The American Department of Agriculture have now published a 
report dealing with the lives and conduct of twenty varieties of 
“‘sparrow”’ found in the United States. One is rather at a loss to 
know whatis meant by the heading, but from a perusal of the list 
we gather that it means the tribe which we call ‘finches,’’ such 
as the greenfinch, linnet, chaffinch, and other seed and grain eating 
birds, of which the house-sparrow is one. This group of birds 
come out very well from the enquiry. During the autumn and 
winter their destruction of weed seeds is enormous, while culti- 
vated grain forms little of their diet. Seeds of hayweed, purslane, 
crab grass, chickweed, amaranth, lamb’s-quarter, and other weeds 
form three-quarters of their food. No fewer than 4,273 stomachs 
ot ‘*sparrows”’ were examined, and the conclusion is that 
they do from five to ten times more good than harm. Our 
English sparrow comes out worst of the whole twenty species in 
this enquiry. Grain forms 74 per cent. of his food, and insects 
only 2percent. (Here the food of the young is clearly omitted.) 
But there is reason to think that his destruction of weeds is 
considerable. 

Luxuries nearly always command a profitable sale when 
necessaries may be a drug in the market. With excellent good 
sense our Colonies see this, and now try to send us luxuries out 

of season, such as new potatoes in February, luscious Cape fruit 
in March, and apples in April. The latest idea, and a good 
one, 1s to grow asparagus in Victoria to supply the London 
market. America does a large trade in bottled asparagus, and 
also in cold stored “ grass”’ for home consumption. The hope 
is that Victoria can compete in supplying either or both. The 
American asparagus industry is mainly centred in the valley of 
the Sacramento River, which is very like the drained parts of some 
swamps near Mornington. Four hundred acres under asparagus 
are seen in one farm on the Sacramento. It is put up in glass 
bottles and cans, and sent to Eurcpe for use in hotels and 
restaurants, one firm putting up 150,000 cases. Is not this a 
hint to our growers that if there is a surplus they might try to 
preserve asparagus here and save the cost of transport ? 

THE SONG OF THE SEDGES. 
Have you heard the song that they sing, 
The sedges at night ? 
Like the slow, soft flight 

Of a wand’ring bird on the wing. 

A whisper steals up from the edge 
Of the river bank, 
With its green growth dank, | 

The tremulous song of the sedge. 

A soft sound that haunteth the heart 
With its tender plaint, 
Like an echo faint 

Of joy that but dawn’d to depart. 

A sigh on the night breezes borne, 
Like spirits that grieve 
O’er visions they weave 

Of lost hopes that cannot return. 

It shivers, and quivers, and dies, 
And a lonely star, 
In the ether far, 

Lists the plaint and pathos that lies 

In that song. Oh river of years, 
Swift time fleeteth on, 
And brief life is gone, 

While ’tis grasp’d with laughter or tears. 
F. E. WILSON. 

The trout-fishing season is now opened generally, and prospects 
are exceptionally good. For three years there have been no 
great floods to destroy the spawn in winter, while the same 
absence of ‘‘upsets” in river economy has made the supply of 
insect food very abundant. The result is that trout, both natural 
and hand-reared, have done very well for some seasons, and the 
mild and early spring has ensured an abundance of early food. 
There is little fly yet on the water, but the keepers, both in the 
North and in Scotland, prophesy smooth things almost 
unanimously. In the Thames there are now a number of 
rainbow trout, and (it is said) a good supply of moderate-sized 
ordinary trout, probably fish which have been put in by societies, 
for the trout does not seem to breed in the Thames itself. The 
attention paid to preserving and stocking some of the tributaries 
probably tends to increase the number of those which drop 
down into the main river. 

A novel geographical experiment is at present being dis- 
cussed in the United States. It is proposed to construct an exact 
model of the States on the scale of one to twenty-five thousand. 
In other words, every mile of the country would be represented by 
24in., and this, it is said, would be large enough to show not 
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only the natural physical features, but every road and bridge and 
all the chief buildings. A previous suggestion was to construct a 
model in the open air of the Potomac flats, but this is to be in a 
building with paths so arranged that the visitors may look down 
on the miniature scenery. One cannot help seeing that this 
would be a very fine educational agency, more effective than any 
map, even if it did make considerable demands on the imagina- 
tion. Tiny elevations, and so forth, could not reproduce the rea| 
character of river scenery, but they would afford material enablin 
it to be understood practically. 

On the Cheviots and the Lammermoors the snow is lyin 
again, filling up the crevices and capping the higher hills. Th. 
flock masters, who have had so many disasters through the wint« 
months, were hoping better things of the spring, but just i 
the middle of the lambing season storms of sleet and sno 
began again, and their losses have been great. Altogethe 
this has been one of the most unfortunate years on record { 
sheep-owners among the Cheviots and Lammermoors. Belo , 
the snowline the snowdrops are only now blooming at their be 
and even the hardiest trees are delaying the putting forth of the 
leaf-buds. The ash is black-tipped and the beech has thin, lor 
brown leaf-coils dancing in the bitter gusts, but as yet no sign 
green is to be seen. 

Much interest was felt in the distribution of Maundy Mon 
on Thursday, March 27th, as it was the first time the mon: , 
had been distributed bearing the effigy of King Edward V1 
The number of recipients should correspond with the monarch s 
years, but King Edward directed that all survivors of the la { 
distribution whose ages equalled or excelled his own should | 
added to the sixty-one deserving poor upon the list. Red a: 
white purses were given containing the money. The white he | 
silver pennies, twopences, threepences, and fourpences—as mat y 
pence as the King has years of age. The red contained £1 1 
gold as part of the Maundy Money, and instead of provisioi.s 
being given with it, £1 10s. was added and enclosed in tlie 
purse. Princess Louise of Schleswig-Holstein was present iit 
the ceremony. 

A striking feature of the Easter holidays was the un- 
paralleled number of people who went to the Continent for their 
enjoyment. By way of Dover and Paris a hundred is usually 
considered a high average for the outward service. But this 
year the two outward Dover-Calais services on Good Friday 
carried just over 1,000 passengers, most of whom were for Paris. 
The total for three days was upwards of 6,000 passengers. One 
can scarcely wonder at the choice made, since England is not 
a very attractive country just about the end of March, glib as is 
the poet’s song, ‘‘ Nowthat April’s burst.” There is no shooting, 
and such fishing as can be had is what the canny Scot calls 
“ cauld wark,” while out of doors all things are bare and bleak and 
wintry. Of course, spring has its premonitions, but they do not 
hit the casual observer in the eye. Very early spring, therefore, 
is most decidedly a time of year when England is not the best 
place to live in. 

Doubts may arise legitimately concerning the conduct of the 
rook in the country, and the balance between destruction of wire- 
worm on the one side and of seed wheat on the other may not be 
entirely easy to adjust. There are sad stories too concerning the 
carnivorous propensities of Mr.and Mrs. Rook, as Mr. Wyndhaiu 
calls them, when nestlings are hungry and pheasant chicks are 
easily come by. But in London at any rate the rook is welcome, 
and we are glad to learn from a correspondent that a new colony, 
apparently vigorous and flourishing, has been established in 
Chelsea. Five fresh nests have made their appearance in a tree, 
not over-high, between the Infirmary of the Royal Hospital, t! 
Victoria Hospital for Children, and the lordly houses of Chelsea 
Embankment. It is grateful to think that those innocent 
children in the hospital may have Mr. Wyndham’s ballad read ‘o 
them and see Mr. and Mrs. Rook through the window at tle 

same time. 

To our deep regret we have missed a circular issue |, 
according to a contemporary, by ‘The Authors’ Association,” 
which aims “at the repression as well as the encouragement >f 
authorship.” Really, this abridgement can hardly be just. T\ 0 
separate societies would certainly be necessary, except in one : 
of circumstances. The constitution of the second is eas y 
imagined. The first would consist of editors, husbands, a d 
families objecting to literary wives and mothers, brothers >! 
robust mind, head-masters who desiret heir subordinates to e¢ 
single-minded, and a score of classes besides. But it would b: a 
hopeless enterprise. Or, happy thought, perhaps authors who hi 
arrived are conspiring to keep out new rivals, as trade union! s 
are said to conspire. Let budding genius take heart of gra 
It will always be welcomed by Country Lire with open ari 5, 
especially ifit swims in its own boat and not in the hired transp ‘t 
of an ‘agency. 
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THE LATE C€ECIL F RHODES. 
“ HEN I am dead,” Mr. Rhodes said once, ‘let 

there be no fuss! Lay me in the grave. Tread 
down the earth and pass on. I shall have done 
my work.” The words were characteristic, but 
it is impossible to obey them. In him we have 

lost one of the greatest Englishmen of his generation and the 
career ended at Capetown was as remarkable as any conceived 
in romance. Khodes was not a man of supreme intellect, yet he 
possessed the dominant personality that made the keenest minds 
sink into insignificance before him, as occurred, for instance, after 
the Jamieson raid, when in the Committee Room at Westminster, 
with a bad case, a poor memory, no gifts of rhetoric, little charm of 
manner, he nevertheless succeeded in more than holding his own 
with such acute men of affairs as Sir William Harcourt, Mr. 
Chamberlain, Sir Richard Webster, and Sir Henry Campbell- 
Bannerman. ‘The reason was that one great idea had possession 
if his soul. All the ordinary interests of men he treated with 

ontempt. He made millions of money, but he looked on money 
nly asa means to an end, and retained a taste for the most perfect 
mplicity so, that to the end he boasted of being able to live in 
ontentment ona 
illing a-day. His 
eat object was the 
‘pansion and = main- 
nance of the Empire, 
d to this all other 
terests were sub- 
linated. It was a 
ssion with him, and 
e strength of it over- 
elmed all with which 
came in contact. 

ven the millionaires 
ited through his 
‘ncy—many 0. them 
ney-grubs of the 
ist ordinary character 
elt the magic of this 

devotion, and it was 
fashionable among them 
to ape his disinterested- 
ness. They were 
inaterialists in the truest 
sense of the word, but 
Rhodes was a dreamer 
as well asa doer. You 
saw that in the far- 
away look that olten 
came into his eyes, and 
in early days the rough 
miners at Kimberley 
used to wonder at the 
man who in dress and 
speech differed not from 
them, but who solaced 
and comforted himself in 
intervals of leisure with 
reading the poems of 
Horace and the Greek 
Testament. Much of 
this must have been 
born with him, but a 
great deal also was 
developed by the events 
of his life. Strangely 
enough, this man _ of 
action during all the 
stirring years of his life was an invalid. ‘Not six months 
to live” was the note made against his name by the 
doctor consulted when, while only a boy, he was taken 
ill at Oxford. The intention had been to place him in 
the Church, and, indeed, his father, who was a Church of 
England clergyman, had destined the whole family of seven 
brothers to that career, though not one carried out his intention. 
Cecil had received his early education at Bishop’s Stortford 
Grammar School, and was afterwards sent to Oxford 
University. A chill caught while rowing settled on his lungs, 
and appeared to be developing into consumption. He was sent 
to South Africa on the chance of his life being saved by a change 
of climate. As he was born on July 3rd, 1853, and this happened 
in 1870, he must have been only a youth of seventeen at the 
time. The age is an impressionable one, and the wizardy of 
Scath Africa that has held the men of all ages made itself keenly 
fe. A brother had gone before and was believed to be farming, 
bu. on reaching the estate Cecil found he had gone to the mines, 
ari so he took over the management of the land, and, as he was 

EZ. H. Mills. “ALE: BRITISH,’ 

delighted to remember afterwards, succeeded in growing cotton 
against the opinion held by the experts of that time. Soon 
afterwards he joined his brother at the Kimberley diamond 
mines, where he made himself independent as far as money was 
concerned, and also found that the hot dry air of South Africa 
had renewed his strength. He cherished the idea of returning to 
Oxford to complete his studies, but before carrying it out he made 
along trip into the country lying North of the Vaal and Orange 
Rivers—a long, meditative journey. One can well undérstand 
how this helped to deepen the glamour of South Africa, a 
country wherein he had found health, wealth, and his highest 
interest. But separation from home had also made him 
conscious of an intense love of England that home-staying 
youths often possess without anything occurring to give it 
articulate expression, and he has told how it was an early dream 
that the fine country over woich he wandered for eight months 
should eventually be merged into the British Empire. Such was 
the student who returned to Oxford in 1872, and a splendid 
influence he must have exercised over his fellow - students. 
Another breakdown in health obliged him to go back to Alrica in 

1873, and for the next 
three years he was 
engaged, with great 
advantage to his pocket, 
in diamond mining, but 

still the determination 
to matriculate persisted, 
and though an_=ap- 
parently careless student 
when at college, out 
on the veldt he kept 
learning things. = Sir 
Charles Warren first 
made his acquaintance 
in those days. He was 
travelling in a post cart 
between Queenstown 
and Griqualand West, 
and Sir Charles observed 
that the youth all day 
long kept poring over 
a Prayer-book. 
W ondering at the 
circumstance, he asked 
who he was and what 
he was doing. “ Learn- 
ing the Thirty-nine 
Articles,” answered 
Rhodes, who was 
steadily keeping in view 
his Oxford examination. 
From 1876 to 1878 he 
kept his terms at Oxford, 
returning to South Africa 
at each Long Vacation 
toattend to his mining in- 
terests. It was between 
now and 1881 that he 
made his reputation as 
a great financier by 
working for the amalga- 
mation of alarge number 
of the Kimberley dia- 
mond mines with the De 
Beers Company. It was 
the money making period 
of his career, and the 

wealth he amassed in those days gave rise to the impression 
that he was a great Stock Exchange speculator. This was not 
true, and the rumour of it used to surprise Rhodes, who, as one 

of his bankers remarked, had an almost perfect insight into the 
nature of investments but never cared to buy and sell ona moving 
market—to gainble, that is to say, in the manner of an American 
‘operator.’ This was the splendid feature of Rhodes, that on 
a continent which has attracted so many adventurers hunting 
for mere personal wealth, he stood the one real figure, creating 
wealth, gaining it, and prizing it not for the idle luxuries to 
to which lesser men aspire, but only as a means of still further 
advancing the great plans in his mind. 

The year 1881 was a very important one in the career of 
Mr. Rhodes. . Gladstone, it will be remembered, was then at 
the head of a great majority, won by his Midlothian eloquence, 
in which he preached little Englandism to an extent that seems 
ridiculous now. He had also condemned the African policy of 
his predecessors, and after the disaster at Majuba made the 
settlement, which proved no settlement sown the dragon’s teeth 
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which since then have grown up as armed men. In a few 
months Mr. Kruger became President of the Transvaal Republic, 
and after taking his degree at Oxford, Rhodes was duly elected a 
member of the Cape Assembly, and thus made his formal entry 
into politics. The two held very contrary ideas, and brought 
nearly equal ability to the carrying of them out. Kruger, too, 
was a dreamer, and his dream was ofa great, free, and independent 
South African Republic. But though a dreamer, he was no 
visionary, any more than Rhodes was a visionary. Kruger’s 
world was one of realities, and he showed an insight equal to 
any contemporary. You could feel till quite recently, in the 
cutting, impressive expressions of the old man, that he hada mind 
which cut through ali wool and padding, and went to the very 
essence of the thing. Against any Power but England his 
design would have succeeded, and in a large sense of the word 
Rhodes represented England. He, too, cherished the idea 
of a “‘ United States of South Africa,” but under the British 
flag. Nearly always when great events take place opposing 
principles find expression in a duel between two personalities, 
and in this case they were Rhodes and Kruger. Imperial 
Federation had taken possession of the mind of the former, and, 
joined to a great desire for England’s expansion, it gives the 
key to his life. “‘ My own work is mapped out,” he replied, when 
General Gordon asked him to go on his last fatal expedition. 
‘TI shall hope to join you some day in Khartoum, but it must 
be from the south.” At the time we write of Kruger was 
a man of fifty-six, ripe and vigorous; Rhodes was a young man 
of twenty-eight, who knew that no long life was stretched out 
before him. Within the twenty years that followed the work of 
both was accomplished. His old opponent, now defeated, 
embittered, and enfeebled, had then the same time stretching 
before him. South African history is more or less of a 
chronicle of the warfare between them. It may be said 
to have begun when Rhodes was sent on a special mission 
to the frontier of Bechuanaland to rectify that part on 
which the Transvaal had been encroaching. Rhodes induced 
the Government to take up a firm attitude, despite the almost 
criminal apathy of the English people to all that concerned South 
Africa. The Bechuanaland Protectorate was established in 1884, 
and Mr. Rhodes succeeded Mr. Mackenzie, who was the first 
British Resident. There was a big stake in the game. ‘“ This is 
the key of South Africa,” said an old Boer, and the question was 

as to who should hold it. The Transvaal attempted to overrun 
the country, and Sir Charles Warren was sent on an expedition ; 
but Mr. Kruger’s hour had not yet come, so he temporised and 
spoke humbly when tie three met at Fourteen Streams, and 
Mr. Rhodes scored a success in the first bout between them. 

The next struggle occurred in 1888 over Zululand. 
Germany, Portugal, and the Transvaal were trying to get a 
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protectorate established over the territory of the native prince, 
Lobengula. Mr. Rhodes cleverly managed to obtain ‘the first 
call,” that is to say, a promise that, if the natives ever required 
civilised protection, they should ask England first. But the 
difficulty of interesting home opinion in such matters suggested 
to Rhodes the idea of carrying it out by private enterprise, an 
that was what brought his great instrument, the Chartere 
Company of South Africa, into existence. The half-dozen year 
that followed 1888 were probably the most active ever spent b: 
Rhodes. He was consolidating the De Beers country, extendin- 
the system of railways aud telegraphs, and taking over that hug 
slice of Africa which goes by his name. In the year 1890 hz 
became, by what was practically unanimous choice, the Premie- 
of Cape Colony, his only possible rivals, Sir Gordon Sprig 
and Sir Thomas Uppington, joining his Ministry. That positi 
he undoubtedly filled well, though the rival parties in Sou 
Africa complained equally. Rhodes had come to the conclusi 
that it is a mistake to mingle local and Imperial politics in t 
Home Parliament. Like many of the most thoughtful men of « 
time, he held that, in his own words, “ Parliament doesn’t wo 
as it should. It is degenerating into a mere vestry meeting, a: 
can’t be anything else so long as it is choked with vest 
questions. Cast out the local Bills for England and Scotla 
as well as for Ireland, and we have a chance of an Imper 
Parliament free to deal with Imperial questions. The tone of t 
man who is elected for it will rise with the necessities of t 
subject with which he deals. National politics will be put 
a nobler basis.”’ In applying this principle he frequently broug ¢t 
himself under the imputation of being an Afrikander, wh 
Hofmeyer and the other real Afrikanders were fully aware that 
was in this really taking up the strongest position for Englan 
On the other hand, the Dutch did not like the heavy hostile tari’ 5 
of Mr. Kruger, and fully appreciated the advantage of sendi 
goods duty free to Rhodesia. Under similar circumstances, wh: 1 
two parties are violently opposed, the man who rules them succe 
fully must be something of an opportunist, and that was the cae 
with Mr. Rhodes as Premier. He did his best to travel along 
the line of least resistance, and no doubt cherished a hope that 
the great mass of Englishmen in South Africa would graduai'y 
swarm over and engulph the Transvaal. But he had a grout 
business in hand, and other forces were being generated. | 
strong, taciturn old man at Pretoria sat on his stoep smoking, 
and nursing his dream of a South African Republic that would owe 
no allegiance to Great Britain, and he saw with no satisfaction 
that under the gaiety and light-heartedness of Johannesburg 
there was growing a force threatening to become too strong for 
him. It was a necessary part of his policy to be unjust to the 
Outlanders, and they, coming from a country very generous with 
the privileges it extends to individuals, resented it. Hence 
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the organisation of the Jameson Raid and all that came from it. 

Of the Raid perhaps the most damning thing that can be said is 
that it was a ludicrous failure, and showed a complete mis- 
appreciation of the forces to be dealt with on the part of Dr. 

Jameson and his fellow-conspirators. That Rhodes knew of 
the inception of the scheme is undeniable, but his own account 
is that he was not aware that it was meant to cross the border, 
but that he had incurred a moral responsibility. He took the 
consequences like a man, resigned the Premiership, ceased to 
take a conspicuous part in politics, and when Lord Milner 
went over supported him loyally. During the early portion of 
the war he was in the besieged town ; 

of Kimberley, and it may well be that 
the privation suffered there hastened 

his end. 
The question that will be asked 

now is what effect his death will have 
n South African affairs. No doubt, 
n a sense, his work is done. In 
-hodesia is his monument, and _ pro- 
ably about the last intelligence that 
aclied him was that Lord Kitchener had 
hieved another success and the Boers 

‘re suing for peace. Felix opportunitate 
rtis. His passing away comes as if 
had been arranged for the right 

oment, but a deep national question 
how affairs will be conducted by 
se who succeed him. He was the 
ntre and inspiration of a business of 
mendous extent, and no one can say whether things will go on 
the old way now or not. This is the disturbing factor in the 
uation. For the rest, he had his faults, but the English people 
ver chose their favourites merely because they were models 
perfection. He was great and strong and real in himself and 

«voted to his country, and for that reason is his death mourned. 
It would almost appear as if Mr. Rhodes had composed his 

'| for the express purpose of bearing out the view of his 
iracter we have tried to express. He was a very rich man. 

nice he said to General Gordon, ‘It is of no use having big 
‘as unless you have money to carry them out,” and he was 

fortunate and successful in his endeavours to make it. But what 
we learn of the disposal of the immense funds belonging to him 

ows that the contempt of mere riches was an essential part of 
the man’s nature. He had no family to find and keep in luxury, 
as he was never married, and in death as in life he tried to serve 

ee 

TIR. RIIODES AND HIS FRIENDS. 

(Taken after the Matabele Peace in 1:96 ) 

the interests dearest to his heart. Dr. Jameson, who probably 
knows if anybody does, says that due provision has been made 

for carrying on the work in Rhodesia. This will give general 
satisfaction. In that perfectl)-organised machine, the Roman 
Army, it was so arranged that no individual was ever absolutely 
indispensable. If any officer, however great and brilliant, was 
killed, -the work went on without interruption. Mr. Rhodes 

aypears to have acted on a very similar principle. He has so 
a‘ranged his affairs that the tasks dearest to his heart will proceed 
very much as usual now he is dead. This, to some extent, was 
prepared beforehand by the events of the last three years, which 
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had the effect of withdrawing him from the active part he 
used to play. 

WILD COUNTRY LIFE. 
Tue SKYLARK’s GLITIER 

W ATCHING the quarrels of some skylarks on a sloping pasture the 
other morning, I discovered why these birds are so easily eiticed to 

traps by a twirling bit of looking-glass. That the skylark comes 
down to the glass because it glitters is obvious, but why should the glitter attract 

TWO OF MR. RHODES’S TREASURES. 
(Sword of Luka Janti. Martini-Henry given by Kruger to Lodenzula.) 

him? I was standing shortly before noon at the top of a slope facing south when 
my eye was caught by a skylark fluttering over the ground with that rapid vibra- 
tion of the wings which is one of his methods of ‘‘ display ” at courting time. 
Owing to the bird being beneath me and the sun shining down upon it from 

almost the same angle on the opposite side, the upper surface of tis wings 

flickere] and glittered like—well, almost like a piece of quivering looking-glass, 
and at least two skylarks skimmed downhill, alighting close to the challe iger. 

LIVING HELIOGRAPHS. 

Of course when a skylark is soaring aloft and the sun is hizh in the sky, 
every other skylark fluttering below him then glitters with sunlight reflected 

from the polished quills and vanes of the flight feathers. We know, too, at 

what distance reflected sunlight catches the eye. I remember low, in the 

Cotswolds, the light of the setting sun used to be reflected like a g'eamin: 
beacon from the window of a house on tne opposite side of a great valley, 
although the house itself could only be distinguished through field-glasses ; and 

at Durbar, in India, through the dust and hize of a great plain, the approach of 
a Rajah and his mounted retinue was first revealed ty the flashing of the jewels 
in his tiara. Everyone knows how an army in the distance may be betrayed by 

the gleam on a circles-ly-displaved point ot steel. 
. 

PERFUNCTORY COMBATS. 

One is apt to be disappointed that the 
fishts of the skylarks are so inconclusive. 

Accompanied by so much vociferation and such 
elaborately-hostile obeisances, one expects some 

serious sort of conflict when at last they dart up 

from the ground and meet, leak to | eak, in the 
air. For one or more seconds they remain 
suspended, pecking and musical'y screaming at 
each other, and then the affair of honour is 

decided—one alights on the field of battle and 
the other at a littledistance. Perhaps the latter 

once more courts combat by his menacing 
attitudes and quick pecking at the ground ; but 
he very seldom awaits the other’s attack, but 
skims far afield when he sees the winner of tne 
first round approaching for another. Thus the 
whole sixty-acre pasture becomes like a school 

playground where, although one serious fight 
may not take place in a twelvemonth, every boy 

knows (or thinks he does) whom he can *: lick ” 

and who can ‘‘lick” him. The few serious 
fights which do occur arise from the discovery of 

a boy’s mistake in this respect, and now and 
then, perhaps, skylarks accidenially find that 
there has been a miscalculation, which can 

only be rectified by a genuine rough an: 
tumble. 

Wuy Boasters ARE COWARDS. 

Disappointment that the fights of birds are 
not more exciting may be natural from a sporting 
point of view, but it is not very creditable to our 
reason. Very little cons deration would show 
that wild birds which are really fond of fghting 

among themselves, as skylarks evidently are, 

cannot fight seriously. They would injure the prospects of the species in the 
struggle for existence if they m-de a prac ice o! kill ng and maim:n: each other, 

and Nature allows no injurious practices of the kind. We see the same working 

of Nature in the well-known rule among human beings that the bu ly and the 
boaster are generally cowards. In the dark ages and the ‘‘ good old days” the 

combination of arrogance and courage would always have been fatal, sooner or 

later, to its owner, because every man meets his match some day. On the other 

hand, arrogance with “discretion” is a very useful combination, and so is 

courage with modesty. Even abject cowardice can get along comfortably by 

evading strife. Thus the only combination which is “ unnatural ”—7.¢., contrary 

to the principle of natural selection —is that of real grit and boastfulness. 

of the “ great fights” at schools establish this fact, to the general surprise. 
Mos: 
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POLYGAMY AND WAR. 
As regards the male of polygamous speci:s this protective principle of 

natural selection is over-ridden, to a great extent, by the exceptional influence 
of sexual selection among them. Among polygamous creatures the number 

of surviving males matters less than their quility and vigour. This is especially 
the case among those semi-wild creatures, such as deer and pheisants, for 
whom man has taken off the sharp edge of their struggle for existence, leaving 
them more free to devote themselves to the struggle for wives. Serious, 

and even fatal, quarrels are therefore not unusual among cock pheasants 
and stags ; but even here you will see how watchfully Nature prevents exce-sive 

combat. If each male had always to fight all comers for his wives, carnage 
would never cease. So it is provided that when the champions of one year 

have established their right to own harems, their weapons—z.e., the spurs 
of the pheasant and the antlers of the stag—shall be more formidable by the 

following year, rendering it almost hopeless for their juniors to challenge them. 

Thus, they learn to know their places, like the skylarks, although, unlike the 
skylarks, two evenly-matched males may always on meeting be willing to fight 

to the death. 

A RUNNING SorT OF FIGHT. 
Perhaps we are getting upon dangerous ground, but I think thit most 

observers will agree with me that what look like real fights, among species 

which are supposed to have only one wile apiece and to be faithful to her, occur 
chiefly among birds of gregarious habit. The robin, a bird of solitary life, 

occurs at once to the mind as an exception; but the robin is an exception to 
other rules, which explains this, and, moreover, the desperation of his combats 

has been greatly exaggerated. It is generally a very running sort of fight which 
two robins maintain, closely resembling the alarums and excursions of male black- 
birds in the shrubbery. The other day, for more than half an hour, I watched a 

“fight ” of this kind between two sooty blackbirds with golden Dills, who 
were manceuvring against each other on the shrubbery lawn. First they hopped 

across the lawn in parallel lines, each making a great show of trying to cut the 
other rascal off before he could reach the shrubbery. Both reached it simul- 
taneously, however, and each took up a strong position under an evergreen, 
whence they sallied in turn and were driven back in turn, pursuer and pursued 
reversing their tactics with the precision of an automatic machine. 

A CONTRAST. 

Presently one made a diversion into a flower-bed and the other took upa 
strategic position at the other end of it, and here they ‘‘set to partners” for 

some time, deciding apparently upon a certain wallflower as marking the limit 

of their respective territories. Then they transferred their quarrel to the 
branches of a leafless larch, jumping from branch to branch, higner or lower, 
backwards or forwards, as each one’s turn came to advance or retreat. Presently 

they returned to their respective evergreens, whence one suddenly flew away to 
the corner where he had his nest, and the other came out on the lawn to feed. 

Perhaps they had settled some knotty question of frontier politics to their 
mutual satisfaction, agreeing to regard the wallflower as a boundary pillar and 

the space between the two evergreens as a buffer state ; but there was little of 
daredevilry in the tactics of either. On the other hand, the other day I picked 
a dead cock blackbird out of the middle of a dense thorn bush, where he had 
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evidently died fighting. On each side of his skull at the back was a dent such as 

might be made by the mandible of another bird, and in his bill were some sooty 
blackbird’s feathers, showing what his assailant had been. Nor, if you have ever 

experienced the keen nip of an angry blackbird’s bill, can you doubt that if it 
got a fair grip of the solt part of another blackbird’s skull it could easily cause 

those fatal wounds? The explanation of this fight’s fatal termination was to Le 
found, no doubt, in the density of the thorn bush in which the victim wa 

entangled, preventing him ata critical moment from either presenting his bil! 
to the adversary or taking to flight. If you watch birds quarrelling you wil 
see that these are the only alternatives ; and no wonder, when to allow you 
adversary a fair blow at the back of your head means sudden death. 

Rowpy CoMMUNITIES. 
Even in the rougher fights of gregarious birds, such as sparrows an 

starlings, the overmastering necessity of meeting beak with beak regulates all t! 
otherwise disorderly proceedings. Most of the so-called ‘ sparrow fights” a 
not fights at all, however, but the rowdy pursuit of ore female by four or fi 
obstreperous males, of which the only satisfactory feature is that she generally seen 

to succeed in giving each of them ‘‘ one for himself,” in the eye for choice, and 
escape in the end. - But sometimes you see a pair of sparrows or starlings tumbli: 
for a long time on the ground together and peckinz each other murderous! 

I have often wondered whether this rowdiness and vio'ence in conflict amo 
gregarious birds indica‘es a tendency to become polygamous in_ hal 
Certainly the matrimonial relations of the inmates of a rookery are not alwa 
strictly orthodox ; and both of starlings in England and green parrots in Ind 
marked irregularities may be observed apparently in the number of bir 
attached to one nesting place. 

POLYGAMY MADE Easy. 

Nature is changing now as rapidly as in the past ; and the evolution 
those species which come into direct contact with human. civilisation 
proceeding, no doubt, more swiftly than ever. Polygamy must have had 
bezinning in every species which now practises it; and what would be m 
natural than that, with birds as with man, the practice should arise fi 
gregarious and lawless habits? The gregariousness of house sparrows must 
largely the result of their association round man’s dwellings, and 
their lawlessness we have daily proof. Where food is abund 
enough in summer to enable one parent to rear the brood unaide 
why should not cock sparrows acquire the habit of keeping sever 

wives ? Certainly the scandalous way in which the hen sparrows 
chased about would seem to indicate either that there is a large surplus 

unattached and idle males or that the males have no respect for each othe 
conjugal rights. The first of these alternatives is not supported by observat 
of the proportions of the sexes in any chance gathering of sparrows, but if 
other is correct then the house-sparrows must be well on the road to polygam 
In so far as the starlings, by multiplying round human dwellings, are securii 

the advantage of the sparrow in the matter of abundant food at cur expense i 
summer and au'umn, one may suspect that they have turned their faces i 
the same direction too; and the fact that, like the sparrow, they fig! 

with considerable determination may be taken as confirmatory evidence « 

a sort. EK. Rk: 

ANCIENT WELLS AND CONDUITS. 
OST ancient wells were always originally springs 

gushing from the earth. In old Britain, men took 
what the earth gave, including its fairest gift—pure, 
bulibling water—thankfully; but they did not im- 
portune Nature for what they so often saw freely 

given. There were no well-sinkers, or hole-borers in those days, 
piercing the side of Mother Earth for what did not flow in 
bounty from her bosom. 

These crystal springs, these bubbling founts, they instantly 
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and most naturally worshipped. \WWhat more clear image of 
immortality could there be than the throbbing and everlasting 
spring? What more living expression of a deity than those 
refreshing, cool, translucent waters drawn from the inner cisterns 

of the hills by invisible, potent forces ? They were divided as to 
whether they should worship the well or its maker. We fancy 
that it was the actual water that was earliest held divine. They 
by a refinement of fancy, or a drop into superstition of the less 
ennobling kind, they found a cause for the well in some invisible 

goddess. The shepherds of old 
Italy worshipped both springs 
and the nymphs which ruled 
them. So in old Britain some 
worshipped the well, other: 
the goddess of the waters. 
This worship has never whoil: 
died. To this very day it 
ritual, its sacrifices, and it 
sentiment are observed to th 
letter in many parts 0! 
England. In Ireland |. it 
remains in places as a rit 
in which men and wom 
vie with each other in t! 
prostrations and abaseme! 
used in ancient days. In pai 
of Nottinghamshire and 
Derbyshire ‘“ well decking: 
annual ceremonies,  deri\ 
from the most remote antiqui 
are still practised. The wells ‘ 
decorated on a certain day wi 
wreaths and posies, usually | 
the girls and children. Int 
afternoon the rest of the pop 
lation assemble at the we 
admire the flowers, and rewa 
the children. The writer kno 
not whether any _particul 
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well-deckings, as in the offerings to wells in India; probably, 

if there were any holy plant peculiar to the ceremony, as 
the mistletoe to Christmas, it would be matter of common 

knowledge. 
When Augustine’s priests and the other early missionaries 

began the conversion of the Saxon, Cornish, and Welsh 

people, they found the divinities 
of the wells much more difficult 
to exorcise than the mighty 
but invisible, gods of the Saxon 
and Norse religion. People who 
cheerfully renounced Thor and 
all his works were reluctant and 
afraid to leave off adoring the 
spirit of the village spring. 
Tana, or whoever she might 
be, might revenge herself by 
drying up the well next summer, 
which would be a great incon- 
venience and a practical loss. 
So the missionaries had _ to 
make terms with the water 
voddesses. With great adroit- 
1ess they converted them, too, 
ind let the worship go on 
inder the form of the new 
‘ligion. Tan, or Tana, a 
avourite water divinity, was 
netamorphosed into St. Anne 
there are dozens of St. Anne’s 
vells in every county), and the . 
thers flowed cheerfully, and 
ubbled as brightly as ever, 
-hen rebaptised with the names 

St. Urian, or St. Winifred, 
others of the Celtic, Saxon, 
Roman saints. More names 
out-of-the-way saints _ still 

main in the nomenclature of 
lls than of towns, churches, 
parishes. They are our 

icient water gods in medieval 
disguise. 

There were some sad re- 
lapses on the part of the natives, 
who evidently preferred the 
old state of things. A_ belief 

in the existence of the well Frith & Co. 
spirit continued till quite lately 
in Scotland, where the Crofter Commission, in 1888, had before 
it in evidence that a loch in Gairloch had been swept with a 
trawl and the bottom quicklimed quite recently, in order to 
catch or kill a water kelpie. But probably the annual well- 
dressing at Tissington, in Derbyshire, and the “ well wakes” of 
Westmoreland, are only part of a survival of practices denounced 
and condemned by St. Anselm in 1101, who found that the well 
itself was the 
object of clear 
idolatry. Offer- 
ings to wells are 
clearly of the 
same origin. At 
St. Helens in 
Yorkshire pieces 
of cloth are put 
into the well— 
quite an appro- 
priate gift in a 
cuot haven” 
county. Ina 
valley to the 
south-west of 
Doncaster is a 
lovely spring 
called St. 
Catherine's 
Well. It has 
been contained 
in a rather 
modern stone 
circular wall, but 
there is no doubt 
that the well is 
ancient and holy. 
The people there make offerings to it still, though for what 
purpose the writer could never discover, for though on terms 
of familiar intercourse with all classes and ages, no one 
volinteered why there were so many pennies in that well. 
They always vowed there were none, while, as a matter of fact, 
the bottom was spotted over with bright circles of malachite 

Frith & Co. 

OLD CONDUIT, GRANTHAM. 

ST. CLEER WELL, LISKEARD. 
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green, being the colour of the verdigris on the copper pennies. 
These, lying among the dead brown leaves and constantly 
cleared of deposit by the uprising and bubbling of the well, 
were quite beautiful objects in the water, which makes even a 
*« oift penny ” look elegant in its subaqueous setting. 

Wales is the great country for holy wells, wishing wells, 
cursing wells, and healing wells, 
but the subject is too wide for 
treatment here, and too interest- 
ing for a short notice. One of 
the most famous of all is at 
Holywell. It is said to have 
sprung up instantly on what is 
now the site of St. Bruno’s 
Church, on the spot to which 
the head of St. Winifred rolled 
when it was struck off by the 
sword of Carados Ap Alan. 
The Duke of Westminster 
lately leased this well to the 
Corporation of Holywell for 
1,000 years. <A stone canopy 
was built over it by Margaret 
Tudor, mother of Henry VII. 

The ‘cursing wells were 
capital places for doing a bad 
turn to people you hated. The 
usual process was to drop 
crooked pins in, and then men- 
tion the name of the party whom 
you had a grievance against; 
but there is a healing well at 
St. Bedes in Cumberland, into 
which the ailing children of 
Jarrow used to drop crooked 
pins and pray to the well. 
rrobably the idea was that 
the crookedness or illness passed 
into the pin. In Norman days, 
and later, well-sinking was a 
most important art, for the 
defence of the great fortresses 
depended on the water supply. 
The well was generaliy sunk in 
the keep itself, though at Caris- 

brooke it is a little way from it. 
Shafts of wells were sometimes 
carried up through two or three 
stories, with a landing-place for 

the bucket on each. The interesting photographs which 
accompany this article show examples of very d. ferent types 
of wells, medieval and prehistoric. The oldest is St. Mary’s 
Well, at St. Asaph in Wales. This was a holy well, with a 
shrine adjacent to it. It now lies close by the ruins, divided into 
two pools by a long and worn slab of stone, its sides being fenced 
by old stone walls. The bottom of the small flight of steps 

which led down to 
it still remains, as 
also the arched 
conduit by which 
the water 
entered. Possibly 
the well of St. 
Cleer is still more 
ancient. It is 
near Liskeard in 
Cornwall, — sur- 
mounted by a 
stone canopy of 
rough granite, 
with a pair of 
arches on three 
sides and stone 
pinnacles. Did 
the missionaries 
set up the cross 
as an antidote to 
the old heathen 
divinity of the 
well, or did they 
put it up as a 
sign of annexa- 

Capyrigns tion? The Du- 
path Well house 

at Callington is an example of another kind of building for the 
protection of a spring. It is ofa very unusual type. The flat 
arch and gable are apparently about fifteenth century work at the 
earliest, and more probably sixteenth century, which the form of 
the arch and the battlement moulding on the base of the pinnacle 
show. The latter, supported on two slender slabs on either 
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side, looks too insecure to have been 
part of the original design. The object 
of these well-houses was to protect the 
wheel and other rather elaborate 
machinery, which took the place of the 
draw-bucket and windlass, from injury 
by cattle or from the weather. There 
is a particularly good one, with a wheel 
inside like that at Carisbrooke, at 
Friston Place in Sussex. Conduits 
were another favourite device for 
securing water where springs were 
scarce and wells hard to dig. The 
water was brought from a distance, 
generally in pipes made of oak trunks 
hollowed out and _ neatly jointed 
together. These lasted a very long time, 
and some of those in which the original 
New River water was distributed were 
found to be quite sound a few years 
ago. In a plan made by a monk, and 
preserved in the library of Trinity 
College, Cambridge, a most elaborate 
sketch of the conduits supplying a 
monastery in Canterbury is given. All 
the pipes and their courses are marked sigur I Koen. 
out in scarlet. 

The water from the conduits was / Frith & Co. 
usually collected in a stone cistern. 
About the end of the sixteenth century it scems to have been 
the fashion to build very handsome cisterns of this kind and 
to set them up in central parts of cities. These cisterns, by 
a misnomer, were called conduits, whereas they were only the 

collecting and distributing cisterns of the conduit pipes. The 
most famous of any is that which anciently stood at Carfax, in 
Oxford, and is now moved and set up again in Newnham Park. 
It was set up, and splendidly decorated with dragons, lions 
rampant, gilt vanes, and other ornaments, by Otho Nicholson, in 
1610. Evidently this was only a fine specimen of a kind of 
edifice in fashion at the time. 

The conduit at Grantham, built by Robert Bery in 1597, is 
thirteen years earlier, more simple and medizval in design, and 
not so lofty. Butit is clearly the prototype of Nicholson’s highly 
decorated partly Renaissance structure. 

Our last picture shows a scene in the very quaint little 
Devon seaside village of Beer, one of the last homes of the 
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Honiton lacemaker. Two or three hundred pounds’ wor 
of lace may often be seen in a little shop, with the usu | 
miscellaneous lot of sausages, scrubbing-brushes, cand! 
stationery, matches, tea, black lead, and the rest of a count 
village store. Down the side of the street runs a fine channel »f 
fresh water from a spring in the last bit of chalk in England, «t 
the top of the street. The well stands over the channel; but 
where does the water come from? Not out of the gutt 
presumably. The writer failed to explore this puzzle when at 
Beer, being more intent on Honiton lace. _C. J. CorNisu. 

| SEASIDE CHILDREN. 

NNUALLY it becomes more and more difficult to find 
seaside boys and girls unspoiled and unsophisticated. 
They suffer from the growing habit of turning small 
fishing hamlets into more or less fashionable seaside 
resorts. And your town visitor is a sad corrupter ot 

morals. Often he breaks out in the newspapers with a tirade 
against the vice of tipping. He cannot get along the line with- 
out greasing the palms of the porters; at his inn there is no 
comfort unless the same specific be applied; in the country he 
can scarcely ask the way or have a gate opened without this 
being expected. So every now and then he relieves himself by 
growling, and then falls back into his old custom. But he does 
not recognise half so fully as he should that for much of it he 
has himself to blame. Many of us can recall districts, both in 
England and Scotland, where the poor used to regard hospitality 
as a virtue. 

They would offer the casual stranger, whatever his degree, 
bread, milk, tea, or anything else in their modest larder, 
without dreaming of payment. This went on till that worst of 
all vulgarians, the common cheap tripper, found the place out, 
and must perforce either abuse the kindness of the natives by 
his numbers or demoralise them with tips. At the seaside lie 
must have donkey rides for his children, golf for himself, and a 
hundred other luxuries that transform simple fisher-boys into 
caddies, donkey-boys, and other forms of the gamin. No dou)t 
the recreations at a regular watering-place are perfectly innocent, 
and they provide employment for many young people who pick 
up their livelihood outside the bounds of respectability. but 
whoever has contrasted a little villain of a street arab, with |\is 
‘fag’ and his foul language, his precocious, hard, alert, know:ig 
ways, and general old-mannishness, with such children as \e 
show in these photographs, must hate the change. For th:<e 
belong to one of the few villages that do not yet possess golt) 
links, inn or lodging house. The fathers earn. their bread y 
fishing and the mothers bait the lines. Fisher-folk have 0 
improvidence that is refreshing in a care-stricken, money-mak 
world. Money comes with the fife and goes with the drum, 
in their pithier saying, it is a “hunger and burst” w 1 
them. 

They do not look long as arrule before leaping into matrimo °, 
and though closely related to one another and “inbred,” la 
families are common. In a cottage you may see the wife o 2 
few years baiting the dark lines, with a baby on her knee, « i 
some little more than babies crawling on the brick floor. 1 
room ts bare; one chair, a stool, a pretence of a table, an 
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close bed, into which the whole family crawl, apparently 

compose the furniture. Life is reduced here to very simple 

elements. : : 
The fisherman’s boy differs from the boy of the inland farm- 

place as much as the seamew from the rook; it must always be 

so from the difference of their haunts. One is brought up 

amid horses and cows and pigs and sheep and dogs ; his 

playground is in the farmyard; he sails his first tiny boat 
in the brook, and seeks early birds’-nests in sunny bank and 

hedgerow. ; ae ; 

But our sea-urchins were born within hearing of the 

melancholy main. At every high-tide the water laps up to the 

very door, so that the neighbourhood and noise of the waves are 

sucked in with the mother’s milk. On frosty winter nights the 

gabble of the seafowl in the bay mingles with the voices of the 

men at the fireside. It would be wrong te say they grow 
up loving the sea, just as it would be wrong to say one 
loves the atmosphere. Only poets and strangers talk of 

loving the sea; those who were, so to speak, born in its very 

bosom come to regard it as an essential of life. Besides, a 
fishing community is not a place for nursing sentiment. These 
same people that we write about are not models in every 
particular. They are bold, hardy, resolute, and self-reliant, 
because living in constant peril develops these qualities. At the 
same time they display their courage quite as readily in poaching 

WOMEN MUST WORK. 

salmon or attacking the bailiffs as in their peaceful calling. Like 
the rest of the world, they are improving in their manners, but 
they can still drink and fight and quarrel to an extent that shows 
the persistence of the old Adam. On occasions, too, the women 
can “go for” the general enemy, which is to say the water- 
bailiff, in a style not unworthy of the viragos of our mean streets. 
But in this roughness there is nothing inconsistent with natural 
affection and kindness. The very clannishness of the people 
helps to increase their fondness for their offspring. Perhaps to 
some extent the demon of respectability makes himself felt 
even here. 

Not so long ago children such as we show would have 
been duddy and barefoot and not over-clean; but compulsory 
schooling has introduced a new standard, and stockings and 
clouted shoon are the rule where they used to be the exception. 
Yet not even the elementary school has quite spoiled those 
smiling young sea-dogs. And, indeed, it has many antidotes. 
Fisher children are not naturally over-studious, and the air of 
the classroom soon gets blown off as they hang about the fish 
when their mothers are cleaning them or clamour to get 
into father’s boat. From birth, too, they are very familiar with the 
sea birds. 

To the writer one of the pleasantest features of the 
hamlet is the tameness of the gulls. They flutter over the 
oithouses and carry off refuse from the doorstep, quite fearless of 
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A SCHOOLBOY'S PET. 

the inmates; and this is the best proof one could have of the 
practical kindness taught these children from babyhood. It is a 
rocky coast near where the photographs came from, and the 
gulls nest on stacks of rock, surrounded when the tide is full, and 
easily approackable when the waters have ebbed. To climb 
these and obtain eggs and nestlings is one of those feats of 
boyhood that mark the time when infancy has been left behind. 
Gulls are long-lived birds. A friend of the writer’s has one that 
he found in the poultry-yard when he came to his present house 
twenty-seven years ago. It is still living, and bears no external 
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marks of age. Probably the average life of one in 
a wild state is not quite so long, because of the dangers 
to which it is exposed, but individuals may far 
surpass it. 

The most pathetic thing about these children 
is the early acquaintance they make with trouble. No 
occupation is more healthy than that of the fisher- 
man, and yet there are extremely few old men in the 
community. In the graveyard, where so many tomb- 
stones record that So-and-so was drowned, the reason 

is given, and the number laid there is small as com- 
pared with those who have perished out at sea or 
been wrecked on some distant coast. A common 
practice, too, is for members of the same family 
to hold a boat in shares, so that if a vessel be 
lost the four or five men who manned it are usually 
found to be brothers, father and sons, uncles, or 
other near relations. Thus it is far from unusual for 
several families of young children to be all made 
orphans on the same day. 

No wonder that chronology goes largely by 
storms, and that dates are reckoned from the 
“October Gale”—the dreadful storm of twenty 
years ago, which turned more than half the wives 
into widows in one afternoon-—and other dreadful 
visitations. Such catastrophes have at least one 
good effect. They draw the people together, and 
produce a feeling of kindness, as though each individual of 
the community felt more or less responsible for those who 
were left helpless. But it also necessitates the early putting 
to work of the children, who 
have to begin helping long 
before they leave school. Out 
at sea the father is labouring 
at his oar or line; on land 
the mother has to work equally 
hard, digging for bait, preparing 
the lines, cleaning, and some- 

times, creel on back, selling 

the fish. To enable her to do 
this, she must have every 
assistance from the boys; and 
the eldest girl, often the merest 
child herself, has to be house- 
mother and nurse to those 
younger. It may look hard, 
but the result does not come 
out so badly as might be ex- 
pected. If education be the 
opening up of the mind and 
the development of intelligence, 
it is not all given at school. 

These wild things from the 
sea are often dull at their 
lessons. Books, arithmetic, 
writing do not join on to 
what they have picked up at FATHER’S DINNER. 
home, and so they learn mostly 
by rote, and forget with the utmost promptitude. Yet birds’- 
nesting on the sea banks or among the cliffs, playing on the 
shore, or helping in the boat, these same children are lively 

THE WILD SEA BANKS. 
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LAUGHING YOUNG SEA-DOGS. 

and alert, and the intelligence of the young men is bey: 

Something for our educational authorities to think ab 
—if only they could esc: 
from their husk of pedanr 
and formule—is the fact t 
not only among fishermen, 
among inland shepherds, s 
of the very cleverest and n 
intelligent can neither read 
write. They have been 

utter darkness to them. 
who would dare to call tl 
uneducated. I think of 

lore, but is most expert 

often to steer a _ course, 

him when to go out 
when to keep in harbour; 

school, but it is a_ place 

especially. He has no _ bool 

his calling, and knows wh 
ever can be directly observed 
of the stars, by which he has 

d 

at 

it- 

ky 

and cloud and wind, which tell 
and 
no 

one is better at guessing exactly 
where the fish may be; an 
is partly to help him, partly 
a guide to weather, but still 
more from natural inclination, 

1 it 
yas 

that he has carefully observed 
the habits of sea birds. This 

ago, when it was remarked that 
of the most successful shepherds 
the day could neither read 
write. 

If elementary teaching is of 
use to the exceptionally gi 
members of the working classes 
case for its reform would seem 
be made out at once. One not 
with regret the gradual decay of 
English fishing population. T 
boys, born on the edge of the 
and inured from infancy to 
labours and its perils, are the 
best material out of which to n 
sailors for manning both the » 
and the mercantile marine. W 
are we to obtain bold and h 
mariners when this supply fi 
Practically it comes to this, 

for many years past their p! 
have been supplied by Lascars 
other foreigners; but so often has 
inexpediency of that been demonstr 
that it were superfluous to r 

it again. It is obvious that in tin 
need a country, no matter how we: 
she may be, must rely on her own 
to fight her battles. 

man has received a real education, but the educational system 
is to blame that schooling did not succeed in widening it. 
very similar case was referred to in Country LiFe not long 
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By). Me: 

‘“ AVE ye heard the noos?” said Betty Tuffin, thrusting 
in her head at old Mrs. Haskell’s open door. 

«Lard, no, my dear,” returned her crony, 
hastily dropping the crooked iron bar with which 
she had been drawing together the logs upon her 

hearthstone. ‘There, I never do seem to hear anything nowa- 
days, my wold man bein’ so ter’ble punished wi’ the lumbaguey 
and not able to do a hand’s turn for hisself. Why, I do 
assure ’ee I do scarce ever set foot out o’ door wi'out it’s 

to pick up a bit o’ scroff, or a few logs—an’ poor ones 
they be when I’ve a-got em. I can scarce see my own hand 
for the smoke. Step in, do, Betty, love, an’ tell I all what’s 

to be told.” 
Betty had stepped in long before Mrs. Haskell had concluded 

her harangue, and had by this time taken possession of a 
-omfortable corner of the screened settle, deposited her basket by 
ier side, folded her arms, and assumed that air of virtuous 
ndignation which denoted that she was about to relate the 
hortcomings of some third party. 

“Dear, to be sure! Souls alive! Lard ha’ mercy me, ye 
yuld ha’ knocked I down wi’ a feather when Keeper told I—” 

«« A-h-h-h, them bwoys o’ Chaffey’s has been poachin’ again, 
d’ low,” interrupted Mrs. Haskell eagerly. ‘* Never did see 

ich chaps as they be. A body ’ud think they’d know better 
yr to act so unrespectable-like. Why, as my wold man do say 
ymetimes, ‘ Ye mid as well put your hand in Squire’s pocket as 
) a-layin’ snares for his hares an’ rabbits—’tis thievin’, 
hichever way ye do look at it,’ he do say.” 

“Well, I don’t agree wi’ he,” responded Betty with some 
at. She had sons of her own who were occasionally given to 
rolling abroad on moonlight nights, and usually returned from 
se expeditions with bulging pockets. “I don’t agree at all. 

he Lard made they little wild things for the poor so well as 
the rich—same as the water what runs through Squire’s park 
down along by the back o’ my place. Who’s to tell who 

they belongs to. A hare ’ull lep up on one side o’ the hedge 
av’ then it’ll be Squire’s, an’ it’ll run across t’other side, an’ then 
it» Maister’s, an’ then it’ll come an’ squat down in my cabbage 
earden—then I d’ ’low ’tis mine if I can catch it.” 

Mrs. Haskell, who was too anxious to gossip to dally by the 
way in a disquisition on the Game Laws, assented to her friend’s 
aryument with a somewhat disappointing promptness, and 
returned to the original subject of discussion. 

“T be real curious to hear that there bit 0’ noos.”’ 
“You'll be a bit suprised, I d’ ’low,’’ said Mrs. Tuffin. ‘Ye 

mind Abel Guppy, what went off to the war out there abroad wi’ 
the Yeomanry? Well, they d’ say he be killed.” 

“Dear, now, ye don’t tell I so,” said the other in a dis- 
passionate and, if truth be told, somewhat disappointed 
tone. A death, though exciting at all times, was not after 
all so very uncommon, and when a man ‘’listed for a soldier” 
most of the older village folk looked upon his destruction 
as a foregone conclusion. ‘ Killed, poor young chap! I d’ ’low 
his aunt Susan ’ull be terrible opset.” 

‘I d’ low she will be opset,” said Betty meaningly, “and it 
bain’t only along of him bein’ killed, poor feller ; but you’d never 
think, Mrs. Haskell, how things have a-turned out. Ye mind 
that maid up to Bartlett’s, what he was a-courtin’ ?”’ 

‘* K-es, to be sure I do. A great big bouncin’ wench as ever 
I did see.” 

** Well, it seems afore poor Abel went out he wrote a paper 
an’ give it to this ’ere maid, a-leavin’ her everything as the poor 
chap had in the world.”’ 

‘“*Mercy on me! But she be a walkin’ out wi’ somebody else, 
they tell me. She ’ve a-took up wi’ the noo love afore leavin’ go 
o’ the wold.” 

“She be,” agreed the visitor emphatically. ‘‘ That be the 
very thing Susan ‘ull find so cruel ’ard. She did say to I to- 
week afore she knowed her nevvy were killed, ‘If any harm 
comes to en,’ says she, ‘it do fair break my heart to think as 
that good-for-nothing Jenny Pitcher ’ull have her pick of every- 
thing in this place. It bain’t the same as if she’d truly m’urned 
for en, but she’ve a-taken up wi’ a new young man,’ says she, 
‘what walks out wi’ her reg’lar.’—‘ My dear,’ says I, ‘if any- 
thing should happen to your nevvy, which the Lard forbid, she’ll 
never have the face to come to ax for his bit o’ things seein’ as 
she haven’t been faithful to en.’ ‘She will, though,’ says Susan, 

‘and tis the talk o’ the place that she will.’” 
Mrs. Haskell clapped her hands together. ‘ Well, well! 

But what a sammy the chap was. He did ought to ha’ made 
sure afore makin’ sich a will. It be a will, I suppose, my 
dear?” - 

“Tt be a will, sure enough,” said Mrs. Tuffin gloomily. 
“here, Susan did tell I as that there artful hussy made sure he 
go: it signed an’ all reg’lar. There’s a few pounds too in the 

“THE WOLD LOVE AND THE NOO” 
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savings bank—I don’t know if she’d be able to get ’em out or 
not.” 

“ Well, I never heerd such a tale. That maid must be a 
reg’lar Jezebel, Betty, that’s what she must be. That hard- 
hearted, unfeelin-——Lard ha’ mercy me! Well, weil, well!” 

Betty took up her basket again and was proceeding leisure] 
to the door, shaking her head, and uttering condemnatory groaus 
the while, when she suddenly gripped her friend by the arm with 
an eager exclamation. 

““There she be! there’s the very maid a-walkin’ along so 
bold as brass with her young man along of her.” 

‘“T shouldn’t wonder,” said Mrs. Haskell in sepulchral 
tones, ‘I shouldn’t wonder but what she be a-goin’ up to Susan’s 
to pick out poor Abel’s things.” 

** Dear, do you raly think so?”’ gasped Betty, almost dropping 
her basket in her horror. ‘* Why, the noos of him bein’ killed 
only come this marnin’.” 

“IT d’ ‘low she be a-goin’ there,” repeated Mrs. Haskell 
emphatically. ‘If I was you, Betty, I’d follow ‘em, careless- 
like, an’ jist find out. It do really seem a dooty for to find out. 
I'd go along of you only my wold man ‘ull be a-hollerin’ out for 
his tea.” 

A muffled voice was indeed heard at that very moment 
proceeding from the bedroom, accompanied by an imperative 
knocking on the wall. 

‘“‘ There he be,” said Mrs. Haskell, not without a certain 
pride. ‘‘ He do know the time so reg’lar as the church clock. 
He'll go ona-shoutin’ and a-hammerin’at wall wi’ his wold boot till 
I do come. I do tell en he wears out a deal more shoe ieather 
that way nor if he were on his feet.” 

She turned to go upstairs, and Betty, crossing the threshold, 
stood a moment irresolute. Her basket, full of purchases 
recently made at the shop a mile away, was heavy enough, and 
her feet were weary; but Jenny’s tantalising red head gleamed 
like a beacon twenty yards away from her, and curiosity silenced 
the pleadings of fatigue. Hitching up her basket she proceeded 
in the wake of the young couple, who were walking slowly 
enough, the girl’s bright head a little bent, the man slouching 
along by her side in apparent silence. All at once the observer 
saw |enny’s hand go to her pocket, and draw thence a pocket 
handkerchief, which she pressed to her eyes. 

‘© She be a-cryin’,” commented Betty, not without certain 
satisfaction. ‘‘ They’ve a-had a bit of a miff, I d’ ‘low. Well, 
if the young man have a-got the feelin’s of a man he'd be like to 
object to this ’ere notion of hers—nay, now, he do seem to be 
a-comfortin’ of her. There,now! Well!” 

They had now left the village behind, and Betty’s solitary 
figure was probably unnoticed by the lovers. In any case it 
proved no hindrance to the very affectionate demonstrations 
which now took place. Presently Jenny straightened her hat, 
restored her handkerchief to her pocket and walked on “ arm-in- 
crook ” with her admirer. 

“They be a-goin’ to Susan’s, sure enough. Well, to be 
sure! Of all the hard-hearted, brazen-faced ,’ words failed 
her, and she quickened her pace as the couple disappeared 
round theangle ofthe lane. A few minutes’ brisk walking brought 
the pair, with Betty at their heels, to a solitary cottage standing a 
little back from the lane in the shelter of a high furze-grown 
bank. As the young man tapped at the door Jenny turned and 
descried Betty’s figure by the garden-gate. 

“Ts it you, Mrs. Tuffin?” she enquired. “I can scarce 
see who ’tis wi’ the sun shinin’ in my eyes. Be you a-goin’ 
in?” 

“It’s me,” responded Betty, tartly, in reply to the first 
question, while she dismissed the second with an equally curt “I 
be.” 

The door opened and the figure of a stout elderly woman 
stood outlined against the glow of firelight within. She peered 
out, shading her eyes from the level rays of the sinking sun, 
and starting back at sight of Jenny. 

“’Tis you, be it? Well, I didn’t think you’d have the face 

to come so soon.”’ 
“‘T did just look in to say a word o’ consolation, Miss 

Vacher,” said the girl, drawing herself up. ‘‘I be very grieved 
myself about this melancholy news. I’ve a-been cryin’ terrible, I 
have, an’ says I, ‘Me an’ poor Abel’s dear aunt ’ull mingle our 
tears!’”’ 

‘Mingle fiddlesticks!” said Susan. ‘What be that 
there young spark o’ yours a-doin’ here? Be he come to drop a 
tear too ?”’ 

“‘ He be come along to take care of I,” said the girl, demurely. 
“’*Tis Mr. Sam Keynes. He didn’t think it right for I to walk 
so far by myself—did ye, Sam?” 

“Well, now ye can walk back wi’-her, then,” said Susan, 
addressing that gentleman before he had time to answer. “I 

’ 
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don’t want no tears a-mingled here. Who be that by the 

gate?” 
«Tis me—Betty Tuffin,” returned the owner of that name. 

“1 didn’t come wi’ these ’ere young folks—don’t think it, my 
dear. I come to see if this ’ere noos be true, an’ to tell you how 
sorry I be.” 

©] d’’low the noos bain’t true; but come in all the same, 
Betty. I be al’ays glad to see you. You'd best be marchin’, 

Jenny Pitcher—you and your new sweetheart, else it’ll be dark 
afore you get home.” 

Jenny looked at her adm‘rer, who nodded encouragingly 
and nudged her with his elbow. 

“T think, as we’ve a-come so far,’”’ she remarked, ‘‘ I must 
ax leave to step in for a bit, Miss Vacher. I’d like a word or 
two wi’ you, if you’ve no objections.” 

Miss Vacher threw open the door with such violence that 
the handle banged against the wali, and stepped back with 
sarcastic politeness. 

‘‘Oh, come in, do! Come and poke and pry and see what 
ye can pick for yourself.” 

Sarcasm had turned to fury by the time the end of the 
sentence was reached, and as Jenny, overcome by conflicting 
emotions, was about to sink into the nearest chair she darted 
forward and snatched it away. 

“That’s mine, anyhow!” 
shan’t touch that.” 

Jenny almost fell against the table, and gasped for a moment 
or two, partly from breathlessness, partly, as presently appeared, 
from grief, 

“*Oh, poor Abel!” she groaned as soon as she could speak. 
‘The poor, dear fellow! Oh, oh dear!” 

“T wouldn’t take on so if I was you,” said Betty sar- 
castically, while even Mr. Keynes surveyed his intended with 
a lowering brow, and gruffly advised her to give over. 

“°Tis a pity to upset yourself so much,” said Miss 
Vacher with a shrill laugh. ‘*I don’t believe he be dead. 
Somebody ‘ud ha’ wrote if he was. The papers—you can’t 
credit what they say in them papers os 

“Oh, he’s dead, sure enough,” cried Jenny, suddenly 
recovering herself. ‘I know he’s dead—I knowed he’d die 
afore he went out. There, I had a kind o’ porsentiment he’d 

be killed, and so had he, poor fellow. That’s why he settled 
everything so thoughtful and kind. Oh dear, oh dear! It fair 
breaks my heart to think on’t. Poor Abel! He was too good 
for this world—that’s what he was! We'll never, never see 
his like again.” 

“‘ Dear, to be sure, think o’ that, now! ”’ cackled Susan still 
ith fierce irony. ‘1 hope ye like that, Mr. Keynes.” 

Mr. Keynes evidently did not like it at all, if one might judge 
from his expression, but Jenny now turned towards him in artless 
appeal. 

‘You do know, very well, Sam, don’ tyou, as poor Abel 
was my first love—-I’ve often told ’ ee so, haven’t 1? You must 
remember, Sam, I did say, often and often, ‘as whatever happens 
you can only be my second, Don’t ever think,’ says I, ‘as you 
can ever be to me what he was’ ”’-—— 

At this point Sam’s feelings were too many for him; he 
made a stride towards his charmer, and imperatively announced 
that he’d be dalled if he’d would stand any more o’ that. “Cut 
it shart, Jenny, cut it shart, or I’m off.” 

“There, I did ought to think more o’ your feelin’s,”’ said 
Jenny, drying her eyes with surprising promptitude. ‘I beg 
your pardon—I were that undone, ye see, wi’ lookin’ round at all 
my poor Abel’s things, what’s to be mine now. They do all 
seem to speak so plain to I—the very clock H 

“ The clock!” exclaimed Susan with an indignant start, 
“why, that there clock have hung over the chimney piece for 
nigh upon farty year. That clock didn’t belong to Abel!” 

“ That clock,” said Jenny, with mild firmness, “ did belong to 
my poor Abel’s father and ’twas his by rights ; he’ve a-left it tome 
wi’ the rest of his things, and I shall value it for his sake. 
When I do hear it tickin’ it will seem to say to I, ‘ Think o’—me— 
think o’—me.’ 

” 

she cried emphatically. ‘ You 

** Jenny, drop it! ” cried Mr. Keynes, with a muffled roar of 
protest, ‘‘I tell ’ee ‘tis more nor flesh and blood can bear. If 
you be a-goin’ to think constant o’ he, you’d better ha’ done 
wi’ I.” 

“Sam, dear Sam,” said Jenny in melting tones, “ you be all 
as I’ve a-got left now; don’t you desert me.” 

“Well, don’t you go a-carryin’ on that way,” said Sam, 
still unmollified and eyeing her threateningly. 

“You don’t lay a finger on the clock,” said Susan Vacher 
with spirit. ‘ Who told you that clock was Abel’s? It’s a-been 
there ever since my mother’s time, and I’ve a-wound it up 
myself every Saturday night.” 

“ That clock belonged to Abel,” repeated Jenny emphatically, 
‘and he’ve a-left it to me in his will.” 

She drew a piece of paper from her pocket, opened it slowly, 
and proceeded to read its contents aloud, with great dignity. 

” 
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““¢In case o' my death, I, Abel Guppy, bein’ firm in mind 
and body’” 

‘““What does he mean by that?” interrupted Betty. 
“ Lawyer Wiggins did make my father’s will, an’ ’tweren’t wrote 
that way. What's ‘firm in mind and body po” 

‘“* This ere was copied from a pattern will what was bought 
for sixpence up to Mr. Marsh’s, in town,” said Jenny loftily. 
“It do begin ‘J, M. N., being 0’ sound mind though infirm in body’ 
—Abel, d’ye see, weren’t infirm in body—he were as well as ever 
he were in his life, poor chap, when he did set out.” 

‘** Well, let’s hear,”’ said Susan with a martyrised air. 
“«¢J, Abel Guppy,’ resumed Jenny, ‘bein’ firm in mind and 

body, do hereby state as I wish for to leave my sweetheart, Jenny 
Pitcher, if I do die in this ’ere war, all what I’ve a-got in thi 
world. The money in the Savings Bank—’” Betty groanec 
and threw up her eyes to Heaven; Susan involuntarily clenched 
her fist; Sam’s brow cleared. 

““«The money in the Savings Bank,’” repeated Jenn: 
unctuously, ‘‘ ‘and any bits of furniture what belongs to I, mor 
partic’lar the clock over the chimneypiece, the two chaney dogs, 
and the warmin’-pan ’ ’”?——~- 

‘“« Well, Inever!” interrupted Susan. ‘“* Them two chaney dog 
my mother bought herself, off a pedlar that come to the door. 
mind it so well as if it were yesterday.” 

‘Very like she did,” returned Jenny sharply. ‘ And whe: 
she died, hadn’t Abel’s father, what was her eldest son, the best 
right to °em? And when he went to his long home they wa: 
Abel’s, and now they’m mine—and the warming-pan too,” she 
added defiantly. 

“Well, of all the owdacious,” Susan was beginning, wher 
Jenny cut her short, continuing to read in a high clear voice. 

««« And half-a-dozen silver spoons, also the hearthrug what 
was made out o’ my old clothes ’’””—— 

“Well, I’m blowed if you shall get the hearthrug !” cried 
Susan explosively. ‘‘ That’s mine, whatever the rest mid be. 
Them clothes was only fit to put on a scarecrow, an’ I cut ’en 
up, and picked out the best bits, and split up a wold sack anc 
sewed on every martial rag myself. That there red border is 
made out of a shirt o’ mine.” 

‘And a handsome thing it is, too, my dear,” said Betty 
admiringly. 

e They was Abel’s clothes, though,’ 
get out o’ that, Miss Vacher.” 

“No, but there’s one thing you can’t get out of, Miss Jenny, 
so clever as ye think yerself,” cried the outraged possessor of 
the hearthrug. ‘*You be a-comed here on false pretences. 
Even if my nevvy be dead, you han’t a-got no right to these ere 

’ 
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’ 
said Jenny ; ; “ye can't 

things now. He wrote it plain, ‘I leave ’em all to my sweetheart if 
I’m killed.’ Well, you wasn’t his sweetheart when he was killed 
—you was a-walkin’ out with this ’ere chap.” 

“Abel Guppy did mean I to have they things,” persisted 
Jenny. ‘*I was his sweetheart at the time he wrote it, and if 
left off bein’ his sweetheart ‘twas because I felt he was too good 
to live. I knowed he wouldn’t come back; as I tell you I had a 
porsentiment. I were forced to take up wi’ Sam because | 
knowed Abel ’ud never make any livin’ maid his bride.” 

‘“That’s the third time,” cried Sam, ramming on his hat 
and making for the door. ‘I’ve had about enough o’ this. I'll 
look out for another maid as hasn’t got a sweetheart i’ th’ New 

you be altogether a cut above the likes of I.” 
Susan obligingly opened the door for him, and in a moment 

he was gone, leaving Jenny staring blankly after him. 
The banging of the garden gate seemed to restore her to he: 

senses. With a scream she threw the paper on the floor and 
rushed out of the house, calling wildly on her lover. Soon the 
sound of the hurrying steps was lost in the distance, and tl 
two woman simultaneously turned to each other, eyes and mouth 
equally round with amazement. 

At last, Betty slowly extending her forefinger, pointed to 
the will. 

“I know,” said Susan, finding voice all at once. ‘I’ve a 
good mind to pop iti’ the fire.”’ 

Betty shook her head admonishingly. 
“T wouldn’t do that,” she said with a note of reproof i in he 

voice. “’T’ud be real dangerous. Folks could be sent t 
prison for meddling wi’ wills, an’ sich.” 

Susan, who had grasped the document in question, dropp« 
it as if it burnt her. 

‘«My very spoons!” she added with a groan. “TI tell ’e 
Betty, I’d a deal sooner bury ’em nor let her have ’em.” 

“<1 d’’low you would,” said Mrs. Tuffin, commiseratingly 
“‘ but I don’t advise ’ee to do it, my dear—’twouldn’t be safe, a1 
you'd be bound to give ’em up one time or another. I d’ ‘lo 
that maid be a-actin’ as she be to spite ye more nor anythis 
else ; the more unwillin’ you be, the more she’m pleased.” 

“Very like,” agreed Susan. “She knowed I never wet 
for Abel takin’ up wi’ ber, an’ al’ays said so much as I coul 
again the match.” 

“Well, if you'll take my advice, Susan, you'll jist disap’ 
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her by givin’ in straight off. If I was you I’d make up a bundle 

o’ they things what Abel left her; pack ’em all up an’ pin the 

will on top, an’ give ’em to carrier to take to her, an’ jist write 

outside ‘ Good riddance o’ bad rubbish,’ or ‘ What ye’ve touched 

e may take,’ or some sich thing to show ye didn’t care one way 

or tother. Id’ ‘low that ’ud shame her.” 

“] d’ low it would,” said Miss Vacher dubiously, though 

with a latent gleam of malice in her eye. 
“Take my advice an’ do it then,” urged Mrs. Tuffin 

earnestly. ‘‘ Make the best of a bad job, an’ turn the tables on 

she. All the village ’ull be mad wi’ her; the tale ’ull be in 

everyone’s mouth.” — 
Miss Vacher compressed her lips and meditatively rubbed 

her hands. 
“ May be I will, but I'll tell ’ee summat. I'll cut off every 

inch o’ that red border.” 
She picked up the rug as she spoke and held it out. 

“That'll spile the looks of it anyhow,” she remarked 
triumphantly. 

The threat was carried into effect, and on the morrow poor 
Abel Guppy’s little household gods were duly transferred 
to the home of his former sweetheart. Jenny professed great 
indifference to the scornful message which accompanied them, 
and continued to hold her head high in spite of the storm of 
indignation provoked by her conduct. She claimed and carried 
off the departed yeoman’s Savings Bank book, and was much 
aggrieved on finding that the authorities would not at once 
permit her to avail herself of the little vested fund; inquiries 
must be made, they said, and in any case some time must elapse 
before she could be permitted to draw the money out. 

This was the only real cloud on Jenny’s horizon, however, 
and she speedily forgot in the midst of her wedding preparations. 
She and her Sam had made up their little difference, and as he 
was well-to-do in the world, and quite able to support a wife 
there seemed to be no reason for delay. 

The banns were duly called, therefore, and on one sunshiny 
summer’s day, Jenny and Sam, followed by a little band of near 
relatives, walked gleefully to their new home from the church 
where they had been made one. Betty Tuffin, who as a lone 
woman could not in justice to herself refuse any paying job 
however little she might approve of her employer, had been left 
to take care of the house and to assist in preparing the refresh- 
ments. As the little party approached the cottage door they were 
surprised to see her standing on the threshold, now portentously 
wagging her black-capped head, now burying her face in her 
apron, evidently a prey to strong emotion, though of what 
particular kind it was difficult to say. 

The bride hastened her steps and Betty, who had for the 
twentieth time taken refuge in her apron, cautiously uncovered 
what seemed to be a very watery eye, and remarked, in muffled 
and quivering tones, from behind its enveloping folds: 

“T’m afeared you'll be a bit took a-back when ye go indoor, 
my dear. Best go cautious. I d’ ’low ye’ll be surprised.” 

‘‘ What d’ye mean?” cried Jenny inalarm. ‘* What’s the 
matter?’ 

“ Anything wrong?” enquired Sam from the rear. 
But Betty was apparently entirely overcome, and could 

only intimate by repeated jerkings of her thumb over her 
shoulder her desire that they should go in and see for 
themselves. 

A long table was spread in the centre of the living-room, 
and at the moment that the bridal party entered, a tall figure, 
dressed in khaki, was walking hastily round it, picking up a 
spoon from each cup. 

“Abel!” shrieked Jenny, staggering back against her 
husband. 
_ & What, bain’t ye dead?” gasped the latter with a dropping 
jaw. 

Abel added another spoon to his collection, and then looked 
up. ‘This ’ere only makes five,” he said, ‘there did ought to 
be six. Where's t’other ?” 

‘Dear heart alive!” groaned Jenny’s mother. “ Jist look 
at en. We thought en dead an’ buried, and here he be 
a-carryin’ off the spoons.” 

_ “TI bain’t dead ye see!” returned the yeoman fiercely. 
‘‘There’s more Abel Guppys nor one, i’ the world, an’ the 
man what got shot was a chap fro’ Weymouth. If I was 
dead an’ buried all the same d’ye think I’d leave my spoons 
to be set out at another man’s weddin’? Where’s the other 
chaney dog?” 

He had already pocketed one, and now casta vengeful glance 
round. 

“On the dresser, Abel,’ gasped Jenny faintly. ‘Oh my 
poor heart, how it do beat! To think 0’ your comin’ back like 
that! Oh, Abel, I made sure you was killed!” 

‘**And you're very sorry, bain’t ye?” returned her former 
lover with wrathful irony. “I'll thank ye for my bank book, if 
ye please. Ye haven't drawed the money out—that’s one good 
thing, though ye had a try for’t. They telled I all about it at 
he post office yesterday. That’s my dish, too.” Extending a 
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long arm, he deftly whisked away the large old-fashioned platter 
which supported the wedding cake, dusting off the crumbs with 
an air of great disgust. 

‘‘] think ye mid have found sumimat else to put your cake 
on,” he said, with a withering look; ‘‘ I think ye mid ha’ showed 
a bit more feelin’ than that.” 

“I’m sure,” protested Jenny, plaintively, ‘‘’twas only out o’ 
respect for you, Abel, that I set out the things. “Twas out 
o’ fond memory for you. You know you did say yourself when 
you was a-writtin’ out your will, I’ leave you all my things, Jenny 
so as you'll think o’ me!’—an’ I did think o’ you,” she added, 
beginning to sob, “I’m sure I—I—I even wanted to put a bit o’ 
black crape on your clock, but mother wouldn’t let me.”’ 

‘‘ Well,” interrupted, Mrs. Pitcher, apologetically, ‘I 
didn’t think, ye know, it ’ud look very well to have crape 
about on my darter’s weddin’ day. It wouldn’t seem lucky. 
Or else I’m sure, I wouldn’t ha’ had no objections at all— 
far from it, Abel.” 

“But I’d ha’ had objections,” cried Sam, who had stood 
by, swelling with wrath. ‘I do think my feelin’s ought to be 
considered so much as yon chap’s, be he alive or dead. It’s me 
what’s married your darter, bain’t it?” 

“It be, Samuel; e—es Id’ ‘low it be,” returned Mrs. 
Pitcher, with a deprecating glance at the yeoman, who was now 
rojling up the rug. ‘ We all on us thought as Abel was dead ye 
see.” 

‘*Meanin’, I suppose, as if ye knowed he was alive I 
shouldn’t ha’ had her,” retorted Sam, explosively. ‘* Well, 1 
d’ ‘low, it bain’t too late yet to come to a understandin’. Jenny 
be married to I, sure enough, but I bain’t a-goin’ to ha’ no 
wives what be a-hankerin’ arter other folks. She may take 
herself off out o’ this wi’out my tryin’ for to hinder her. If she 
can’t make up her mind to give over upsettin’ herself along o’ he 
you may take her home along, Mrs. Pitcher.” 

A dead silence ensued within the house, but Betty’s strident 
tones could be heard without, uplifted in shrill discourse to curious 
neighbours. 

‘«* E—es, d’ye see, he did write home so soon as he did get to 
Darchester, a-tellin’ of his aunt as he was a-comin’ private like so 
as to surprise his sweetheart. And Susan, she did write back 
immediate, an’ say, ‘My poor bwoy, there be a sad surprise in 
store for you.’ And then, when he comed, they did make it up 
between them to keep quiet till——” 

‘‘ There’s the clock, too,” observed Abel, ending the pause 
at last. 

“You can take the clock,” cried Jenny, simultaneously 
recovering speech and self-possession. ‘‘ Take the clock, Abel 
Guppy, and take yourself off. There ben a mistake, but it be 
all cleared up at last.” 

She stepped with dignity across the room and slipped her 
arm through Sam’s, who made several strenuous but ineffectual 
efforts to shake her off. 

“ You get hold o’ he,” cried Sam; ‘ you cut along an’ catch 
hold o’ he. It be he you do want.” 

** No, Samuel,” said the incomparable Jenny, with lofty 
resolution, ‘it bain’t he as I do want. I mid ha’ been took up 
wi’ some sich foolish notion afore, bein’ but a silly maid; but 
now I be a married ’ooman, an’ I do know how to vally a 
husband’s love.” 

The new-made bridegroom ceased struggling and gaped at 
her. Jenny gazing at her former lover more in sorrow than in 
anger, po.nted solemnly to the clock : 

‘*Take down that clock, Abel Guppy,” she repeated. ‘‘ I do 
know you now for what you be. I consider you’ve behaved 
most heartless an’ unfeelin’ in comin’ here to try an’ make 
mischief between man an’ wife. I thank the Lard,’ she added, 
piously, ‘‘as I need never ha’ no more to do with you. Walk 
out o’ my house, if ye please——”’ 

‘‘Your house,” interpolated Sam, a note of astonished 
query perceptible in his tone despite its sulkiness. 

“« E—es,” said Jenny firmly. ‘* He shall never show his face 
inside the door where I be missis. Take down the clock, Abel 
Guppy,” she repeated for the third time. ‘* You’d best help him, 
Sam. He don’t seem able to reach to it.” 

Encumbered as he was with newly-regained possessions, 
the yeoman had made but abortive attempts to detach the 
timepiece; and Sam, with a dawning grin on his countenance, 
now mounted on a chair, officiously held by one of the guests, 
and speedily handed it down. 

After all, it was the ill-used Abel Guppy who looked most 
foolish as he made his way to the door, loaded with his various 
goods, the relatives of bride and bridegroom casting scornful 
glances at him as he passed. Before he had proceeded twenty 
yards, Sam ran after him with the bank book, which 
the other pocketed without a word, while the bridegroom 
returned to the house rubbing his hands and chuckling. Jenny 
was already seated at the head of the tab’e, and received him 
with a gracious smile. 

“Tf you'll fetch another plate, Sam, my dear,” she remarked, 
‘I can begin for to cut the cake.” 
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the splendid wooded hill of Mynydd Margam to a height of abo 
Bridgend to Neath, after passing the seaward opening 8ooft. It is a glorious elevation, clothed from base to summ 
of the Llynfi Valley, finds himself presently passing with the rich foliage of an oak wood, which covers it for son 
through a very interesting part of Glamorganshire. two miles along the slope. The district thereabout is one « 
On his left lies a broad space of sandy flat, with great natural attractions, and not less of commercial possibilitie: 
waters of Swansea Bay beyond, while on the right rises which have been much developed, as shall shortly be mentioned. 
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Margam Abbey, _ th: 
picturesque modern structur 
which we depict, stands ne: 
the time-worn ruin in a favou: 
able situation, having the hi 
for its background, an 
commands a superb view 
wood, sea, and sky. Ti 
stormy south-westers, in thei 
tempestuous course, have som: 
times doneconsiderable damag 
here, and have swept foi 
generations the huge steeps « 
Mynydd Margam, keeping th 
oaks thereon to somethin; 
approaching a uniform level. 
Few giants now lift thei: 
heads above the crowd, and 
thus from a distance the bold 
flank of the hill seems as ii 
covered with a dense mass o! 
well-clipped green. Between 
the house and the sea lies th: 
great sandy expanse, ready to 
move landward under the 
breeze, did not the farmers, 
by covenant, plant great quan- 
tities of Arundo arenaria, whose 
widespread roots bind the 
shifting mass together. 

When the broken hosts of 
the Red King had fruitlessl) 
carried his arms into the moun 
tain ‘fastnesses, and had_ been 
driven back by hardship and 
famine, his successor on the 
throne entered upon a wise! 
and more masterful, if less 
stormy and violent, policy. 
The Principality was divided 
by internal strife at the time, 
and a system of gradual con- 
quest began, the new tide « 
invasion flowing along thecoas', 
and using such level expans 
as that below Margam Pa: 
to gain a foothold, from whi 
advances inland might be mad 
the base resting upon the s 
One Welsh chieftain summo: 
Robert Fitz - Hamon, 
lord of Gloucester, to his a 
and the defeat of Rhys 
Tudor, the last prince w 
united Southern Wales un 
his rule, produced conditions 
anarchy which enabled Fi 
Hamon to land safely on t 
coast of Glamorgan, conq! 
the country round, and div 
it among his followers. |! 
himself had a castle at Kent 
two miles south of Marga 
which braved the eleme 

| 
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for ages, but at length was 

overwhelmed by the sea in the 
sixteenth century. The de- 
vouring sand engulfed it almost 
entirely, but still some frag- 
ments may be seen amidst the 
waste, while the old church 
there perished in the sandy 

deluge, and Margam Abbey, 
secure upon the hill, continued 
to survey the curious scene. 

It was Robert Earl of 
Gloucester, Fitz- Hamon’s son- 
in-law, who planted the white- 
robed Cistercians there, in an 
abbey dedicated to the Blessed 

' Virgin, about the year 1147. 
Giraldus Cambrencis visited 
the house in 1188, and King 
John was entertained there, 
or which hospitality, it is said, 
he excepted the Cistercians of 
\largam from his extortions. 
3ut, if the King’s Ministers 
tayed their hand, it was far 
therwise with the wild ravaging 
Velshmen, concerning whom a 
itiable tale is told in the Abbey 
hronicle of devastated farms, 
uildings burnt, and men slain a 
ith the sword. The ven- . 

~ WT: 

eance of Providence, how- Copyright THE NORTH FRONT. “COUNTRY LIFE.’ | 
ver, sometimes followed. | i 
Combusserunt Wallenses horreum nostrum ; divina tamen Margam Park, was the descendant and representative of the 

: indicta sequente.” Then came the perverse people to waste grantee. ae ee | 
i 1e farmstock upon which the labour-loving Cistercians set Sir Edward Mansel of Margam, who died in 1595, married 

ich store. ‘*Concremaverunt perversi homines oves nostras Lady Jane Somerset, youngest. daughter of Ang Earl f ! 
lusquam mille, cum duabus domibus, in una_septimana.” Worcester, and _ their younger son Admiral Sir R l a i 
sadder things were to follow. ‘‘Occiderunt Wallenses famulos Mansel, who at one time spelt his nme. “s Mansfeld ‘i ys 
ostros.” But worse even than Welsh incursions happened great seaman among the many great seamen of Elizabeth’s é : r 

when the Abbey was dissolved and its possessions distributed. Through the Gamages of Coity he was related to I ord Ho a | 
tis interesting to know that its clear income at the time was the Lord Admiral, with whom it is said he first went ae 
(181 7s. 4d. The site was granted to Sir Rice Mansel of and he is believed to have served against the Armada i 588. 
Oxwich Castle, in whose family it continued until about 1750, In 1596 he accompanied Howard and Essex to Cadiz vot et 
when it passed through the female line, and the late Mr. C.R.M. knighted for his services, and he was captain of the Mer-1 Sones 
Talbot, M.P., who died in 18go, father of Miss Talbot, now of which flew Essex’s flag in the Islands’ Voyage, 1603 \ fter- 
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wards he became Vice-Admiral of the Narrow Seas, and he 
escorted Raleigh from London to Winchester for his trial, and 
was concerned in other notable events of his time. 

Not much seems to be known of the house in which the 
Mansels and their successors lived, but the Duke of Beaufort, 
as Lord-President of Wales, visited it in 1684. The old classic 
summer-house, with its Corinthian columns and arched niches, 
each having its statue, is an extremely fine example of English 
Renaissance architecture, belonging to two centuries or more 
ago, and would not do discredit to the hand‘of Inigo Jones. It 

was probably designed by one of his successors and imitators. 
The present magnificent house was built in the Tudor style 
about the year 1830 by the late Mr. Talbot, who was lord- 
lieutenant of the county. It was chiefly from his own design, 
and has two great fagades and the tower as its principal features. 

Copyright REMAINS OF THE WATER-MILL. ‘ 
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There is much originality in the treatment, and the picturesque 
ness of the grouping of towers, turrets, and chimneys is extremel\ 
attractive. The effect is certainly imposing, and the architecture 
harmonises admirably with the dark wooded hill. The fragment: 
of the old abbey are few, but are extremely interesting, and are 
carefully preserved. The beautiful details of the chapte: 
house, of which the roof fell in in 1799, the interesting groining 
of the cloisters, the fine features of columns and mouldings, 
entitle the remains to be ranked among the most worthy ot 
attention by the architect in South Wales. The rootless Abbey 
mill still stands by the water, and is a most picturesque feature 
of the grounds in its framing of glorious greenery. 

The gardens at Margam have much that entitles them to 
attention. The garden architecture, in the first place, is ex 
tremely good and varied, and the carved balustrades, terrace 

walls, and basins, with th 
enrichment of carved urns, 
statuary groups, and fountains, 
are of most excellent cha 
racter. We illustrate one pai 
ticularly fine urn on tir 
Orangery terrace. Th: 

the ruin of the Abbey, 
perhaps the most interesting 
feature of the gardens, and i 
celebrated for its fine orang 

high. Theyare-said to have bee 
sent from Portugal by a Dutc 
merchant as a present for Quee 
Mary, consort of William II] 
but the vessel in which the 
were shipped was driven on th 
sands neighbouring Margan 
the owner of which, by virtu 
of his rights as Lord of th 
Manor, claimed the valuab! 
cargo. When he learned thei 
intended destination, howeve! 
he promptly offered to despatc 
them, but the King requeste 
him to retain them as a fre 
gift; and thus to the presen 
day they continue to be a dé 
light at Margam. 

Trees and shrubs flouris 
“ ” ° . “e 
es a amazingly at this  beautifu 

orangery, standing adjacent to 

trees, many of which are 2oft. 
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place, and seem to attain quite unusual vigour. The climate of the 
Vale of Glamorgan being mild, myrtle and arbutus flower in the 
open. One huge bay tree has attained a height of 8oft., and 
is greatly admired. The richness and variety of the foliage 
generally will be observed in our pictures, and betrays the 
judicious hands of successive owners of the place. The lower 
stairway to the westward, at the foot of an avenue, opens a 
delightiul vista, through which the lofty tower of the house is 
disclosed, but this is only one among many beautiful points of 
view. It will be noticed that the garden architecture is of 
various dates. Evidently the classic features, which are so 

Yosson 5 Kearns 
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beautiful, belong to an earlier time, while the Gothic wor 
above the higher stairway is associated with the new structu: 
raised by the late Mr. Talbot. 

The district surrounding the mansion is in many wai 
interesting. The remains of a Roman camp may yet be trace: 
on a lofty spur behind the Abbey known as Pen-y-Castell. lt 
lies in a lovely situation, with a deep-wooded glen below, an 
commands a great outlook over the beautiful country. In th 
woods are remains of a small oratory or chapel, which belonge« 
to the Abbey, and other chapels are in the neighbourhood, a 
well as monumental stones. The most ‘remarkable of these last 

“COUNTRY LIFE." 
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is Maen-y-Dythyrog, or ‘lettered stone,” which is about 14ft. 
high, and stands on a bare hill-top two miles from the house. 
It has a Latin inscription to one Bodvacus who lies there, and 
there is a singular superstition among 
the country people that he who reads 
the lines will die within the year. 

The Taibach Copper Works are 
in the district, and not far away is the 
busy manufacturing region of Cwm 
Afon. Port Talbot is the seaward 
outlet of the activity of the region, and 
is a rising district, with harbour works 
and docks. It was formerly called 
Taibach, but afterwards Abermouth, 
or Aberavon Port, but under an Act 
of Parliament passed in 1835 it took 
the name of Port Talbot. * It lies in 
the parish of Margam, and Miss Talbot 
is the sole landowner. Her beneficence 
is well known there. In 1895-97 the 
Church of St. Theodore, which cost 
£20,000, was‘ erected at her charge. 
It is in the Early English style, and 
is an admirable structure, designed by 
the late Mr. J. L. Pearson, R.A. Miss 
Talbot had already erected a cottage 
hospital in 1893. It will be seen that 
this part of South Wales, like many 
others, is possessed of great natural 
beauties, and, at the same time, of considerable riches, and 
that it has an active and intelligent population. 
Margam Abbey have done no little to develop the region, and in 
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many ways it owes much to them. 

It may be said, indeed, that Margam 
Abbey is a centre of light and leading, 
and we, therefore, look with greater 
interest upon its architectural beautie 
and its lovely gardens and woods. Let 
it be added that the house is rich]; 
stored with works of art, antiqu: 
statues, ancient furniture, and possess 
some fine pictures by famous masters. 

Py Ve 2s 

GARDEN 
MuSHROOM CULTURE IN OPEN SHEDs 

AND Our oF Doors. 

HE growth of the Mushroom in op 

sheds is usual in private garden 
and the object is to secure cro 

during hot weather—namely, fr: 
the end of June to the end 

September—when it is not possit 
to have them in the Mushroom-house prop: 

Any out-building will suffice that has a r 
over its walls, but preference should be giv 

to that part of it facing the north. Here let 
bed be formed exactly on the same lines as [{ 

the house, only it should be 12in. deep, and spawn as soon as the conditior 
are favourable, the surface soiled over and made firm. When the manure 

delivered from the stables the first thing to do is to turn it over with a thr 

“COUNTRY LIFE.” 

A fork of this width will admit of all the actual manure 

falling through when slightly shaken, as will much of the short littery straw, 

and this is all one wants from the manure for the purpose of making Mushroom 

beds, the long straw being laid on one side for 
other purposes, when it wiil be most useful. 
The next. process after the manure is properly 

shaken out from the rough straw is to lay it ou 
on the floor of the shed at an even thickness 
of about 7in., in order to expose it to the air 
for the purpose of drying, and also to cause : 
very slow and aimost imperceptible fermentation. 
Every load delivered must be treated in th 
same way, and the whole turned over with the 
fork about every three or four days to liberate 
any rank gases generated. After undergoing 
this process for about ten days or a fortnight th: 
manure will be in condition for throwing togethe: 
into a large heap to cause further fermentation, 

thereby reducing the heat of the manure to a 
temperature of 8odeg. or 82deg. Fahrenheit, 

when it will be of a safe and proper temperatur 
to form into beds in the Mushroom-hous 
proper, or wherever it may be proposed t 

construct them. On the careful prepiratior 
and the condition the manure may be in at 
the time the beds are made up depends to a 
larger extent than on any other point the 

success or otherwise of the crops. It is a 
well-known fact that Mushrooms abound in 

nitrogen, which is found in _ considerable 

quantities in the dung of horses. Therefore, 
in subjecting the manure to fermentation there 
is a danger of the nitrogen escaping in the way 
of ammonia, to the great detriment of the 

manure and subsequent crops. A too rapid 
fermentation must be prevented at all costs, 

and the consequent high temperature, by adding, 
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say, two barrowloads of soil to a cartload of manure. Well mix it before 

the manure is formed into a heap. 
The manure, having been placed in a heap as advised, should remain so for 

three or four days. If not too dry when put up, three days will suffice, but if 
moderately dry, four days will not be too long. The best plan, however, is to 

put a trial stick in the heap, one sufficiently long to reach the centre. This 
should be examined on the second and every subsequent day. If the stick 
becomes too hot to hold, the heap must be opened at once and the manure 
spread out for a few hours to cool, and afterwards put up again in the same way. 

When the bed has been formed in the open shed, cover it, to the depth of 
sin. or 6in., with the long littery straw manure shaken out of the manure 
when preparing it for the bed. When the bed has been properly prepared it is 

unnecessary to examine it for at least a month, unless rats, mice, and other 
pests are suspected of interfering with it, when, of course, the beds must te 
protected. In about a month, or five 
weeks at the latest, remove the straw 
covering and give a good watering with 
warm water, when the covering should 

be again placed on the beds as before. 
In about ten days on a fortnight after 

this a heavy and remunerative crop 
should result. When the beds are 
in fuil bearing, gather the mushrooms 
about three times a week. It is not 
wise to uncover the beds more often 

than is absolutely essential, as the fact 
of having to remove the straw too 
often, however carefully the work may 
be done, is attended with more or less 

damage to the crop. 

MUSHROOMS IN OUT-OF-DOOR 
BEDs. 

This is the system almost ex- 
clusively practised by market gardeners 
in the suburbs of large cities where 
manure is plentiful, especially in the 
1eighbourhood of London. By this 

nethod of culture it is possible to 
ave Mushrooms every day in the 
vear, and that without the protection 
if a building of any kind. Where 
the cultivator is well up to his business, 
and especially where he can add to it 
the trade of spawn-making, this branch 
of market gardening is without doubt 
very remunerative. The outdoor beds 
ire formed in wedge-shaped ridges, 

and measure, when built, rammed, and 
completed, 2}ft. wide at the base, the 

same in height, and the ridge 6in. 
wide at the top. The material for 
these outside beds had better have a 
larger proportion of straw manure in 
its composition than advised for indoor 

beds, for the reason that the heat 
would be longer retained, and also that 
rain would be more effectually thrown 

off during the winter. As soon as the 
beds are formed and are in condition 

to receive the spawn, insert it, taking 

care that the temperature is not above 
S2deg. and on thedecline. These con- 

ditions being secured, the beds must be 
earthed up similarly to the manner in 
which Potato camps are earthed up. 
When this operation is completed, the 
bed should have a good watering with 
warm water, and afterwards be beaten 

with the back of a spade until the 
surface is of a pasty consistency. This 
will conserve the heat of the bed much 
longer than if left rough. During the 
warm summer months the amount of 

necessary covering will be compara- 

tively small, and the straw shaken out 
of the Mushroom-bed material may 

be used. As winter advances, a 

heavier covering will be necessary. 
Indeed, the condition of the weather 
must govern the amount of protectin: 
material to be applied, and as long as 
this is sufficient to keep up a tempera- 

ture of from 45deg. to Sodeg. on the 
surface of the beds, it is possible to 
have Mushrooms from these beds even 

in the coldest weather in winter. 

During winter these beds will 
require little or no water, but in spring 
and summer it must be applied Copyright MARGAM PARK: A CLASSIC SUMMER-HOUSE. 

liberally two or three times a week ; 

and after the flush of the first crop is over, a good soaking of manure water 

from the cow or stable yard often works wonders in securing a good second 
ind successional crop. In the spring and summer the grower must be on 

his guard against allowing ihese out-of-door crops to become too dry, because 
if once allowed to become so it is most difficuit to effectually saturate them 
afterwards, 

THE ARTIFICIAL CULTIVATION OF THE MUSHROOM IN PASTURES. 
The only way is to dig holes in pastures which are well drained and the soil 

f not too heavy a texture, and inserting in these holes, which should be 12in. deep 
ind the same in width, as much manure (prepared in the same way as advised for 
eds) as will fill the whole to within 3in. of the surface, leaving room to cover the 
hole over, after the manure and spawn are inserted, with the turf 3in. thick. The 
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manure should be rammed into the hole as tight as possible, and the spawn—a 
piece about gin square—inserted at the same time, as there is no danger of this 
small quantity of manure overheating. Finish the work by placing the turf over 
the hole, and treading the same with the feet as hard as possitle. Should hot 
weather soon follow after this work is completed, it is most likely the turf might 
be killed ; and as it is not desirable that water should reach the spawn or the 
manure at this stace, cover each turf over with half a spadefu! of mould or earth 
of some sort. This will keep it moist and fresh until it has had time to strike 
fresh roots and begin to grow again, which it soon will do when it feels the 
influence of the manure. As regards the season of the year in which the spawn 
should be inserted, any time during the month of May will answer well. Before 
this time the earth is too cold, and would have an injurious effect on the spawn ; 
and should the season be a late or cold one, defer the work until the last 
week in May. Should the summer prove dry and hot, give a good soaking of 

%, 
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water towards the end of July, and with this and warm showers afierwards 
abundance of Mushrooms should result towards the end of August, through 

September, and well into October, and in due season for years afterwards. 

How A CorraGER CAN GROW HIS OWN MUSHROOMS. 

The artisan or labourer can grow his own Mushrooms. That it is possible 

for the ordinary working man to become proficient in the work one may instance 
by quoting the experience of a man well known by repute to the present writer. 

He was a carpenter by trade, always having a fondness for gardening. His 
health failed, and he was advised to follow an out-of-door occupation, and his 
inclinations turned to growing Mushrooms for market. He started in a 
small way by growing them on the same principle as that adopted by market 

gardeners, At first he attained to modest but encouraging success, but went on 

SE. eR Se 



little hy little, until after a few years he became one of the larzest and best 

known Mushroom growers in the nei,hbourhood of London—supplying Covent 
Garden with many tons of Mushrooms in the course of the year—as well as 
having established a large and lucrative business as a spawn manufacturer. This 
illustration is given as showing that no special training is required to qualify for 
the work, and not with the idea that all carpenters should forsake the bench and 

turn Mushroom-growers, 
The workman who may decide to try his luck in this way should well study 

the details given as to the treatment and preparation of the manure, as on this 
operation hangs more than upon any other the success or otherwise of his 
labour. He will find the out-of-door system on ridged beds one of the best 

ways in which he can start, and this he can practice in his small garden, and, 
failing this, in his backyard. Another excellent position to make up a bed in is 
a cellar, or any under-ground unoccupied room, The conditions in any subter- 
ranean position of this sort suit the requirements of the Mushroom admirably. 

It is in the Catacombs of Paris where most of the city’s Mushrooms are grown. 
Failing any of those conveniences, a good way is to place manure in any odd 
boxes there may be to spare, and placing them in any odd corners of rooms in 
the house, the cellar, or the attic, or any other intervening space which can be 
spared. The boxes should be a foot deep and after being filled with manure, 
placed in position, and covered over with a bit of dry hay. Nail an old 

CIVAMPION W/MPOLE FETER. 

newspaper over the box. If the time is spring or summer the boxes 
will need watering with warm water (milk warm) at the end of a month, 
and the covering relad. On examination azain in about a fortnight’s time the 
Mushrooms should be making their appearance reguiarly for the matter of six or 
seven weeks or more. During the winter season in this rather damp _ position 

BOOKS OF 
O say that Mr. Crockett is himself again in The Dark o' 

the Moon, ** being certain further histories of his folk 
called ‘ Raiders’’’ (Macmillan), is to say much in two 
ways, for Mr., Crockett at his best is exceptionally 
good, but at his worst he can be as feeble as any of his 

contemporaries He has never surpassed the present volume; 
indeed, in my judgment, he has never touched anything like so 
high a level of excellence as in this lovely sequel to ‘“‘ The Raiders.” 
To begin with he fairly revels in the free and open air of Galloway, 
and he brings it to our very nostrils,even as William Black did 
in “A Princess of Thule,” in that never-to-be-forgotten passage 
where Sheila kindles the broken peat in the London house, and 
Lavender scorns her pretty conceit. Next he takes real pains 
over his characters, scamping never a one of them, not even the 
humblest. The first result is that they live and move in the 
reader’s mind, so that he knows them as familiar friends. Of no 
book, without pictures, that I have read at all lately can I 
honestly say that it has left so clear an impression on my imagina- 
tion of the tones, the looks, and the very comp'exions of the 
dramatis perso:e. The second result, one not entirely to be 
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very little wa‘er will be required, and none should be given unless the surface of 
the soil should appear parched and dry. It must not be supposed that there is 
any offensive smell from these boxes ; they are perfectly sweet and without odour. 

The boxes may be spawned and soiled over immedia‘ely they are filled, as 
with a small body of manure like this there is no dinger of overheating if the 
manure has Leen properly prepared. 

THE FLAT-COATED RETRIEVER 

CHAMPION WIMPOLE PETER. 
HE accompanying illustration which is reproduced fron 

a portrait by Miss Maud Earl, represents one of the mos 
celebrated members of a most fashionable variety o 
sporting dog, and is therefore likely to be of interes 
to our readers, irrespective of its artistic merits. Th 

great Champion Wimpole Peter, was whelped in May 189; 
his sire being Black Drak 
and his dam_ Racket | 
Heedful, the honour of bree: 
ine him being due to Mr. | 
Keen, though his presen 
owner Mr. H. R. Cooke 
of Riverside, Nantwich, ha 
exhibited him during his mo 
successful career. Althoug 

appearing only at the leadin 
shows, Wimpole Peter ha 
already won eleven champion 
ships, namely, two at Dariing 

ton, three at Birmingham, on 
at Leicester, two at Mancheste1 
and three at the Crystal Palace, 
in addition to which | 
possesses the unique distinc 
tion of winning the Kenne 
Club Challenge Cup, for the 
best flat-coated Retriever at 
their show, upon three con 
secutive occasions. Champion 
Peter has also been awarde] 
the Birmingham Challenge 
Bowl, for the best Retriever of 

any breed at that great exhibi- 
tion, besides first and special 
prizes innumerable. Heis,more- 
over, as good a dog in the field 
as he has proved himself to 
be upon the show bench, and 
consequently it is not surprising 
to learn that a record price 
offered by an American sports- 
man for him has recently been 
declined. It may be added that 
his owner, Mr. Cooke, has won 
the Kennel Club Challenge Cup 
for flat-coated Retrievers every 
year since 1897, namely, in that 

year with Gipsy of Swynnerton, in 1898 with Champion Worsley 
Bess, and in 1899, 1900 and 1gor with the subject of ou 
illustration, all the above being first-rate dogs in the field, as theii 
owner keeps his Retrievers for work quite as much as for show. 

ifm AT. 
desired in a galloping age, is that the story is a trifle too long fo 
modern taste. live hundred and eleven pages of tolerably closs 
print is too much for a single sitting, which is all that the moderu 

reader is commonly inclined to give. But the man or the womai 
of taste will not find a page too many, for there is no paddiny, n 
writing for mere writing’s sake, and plenty of action. Al:o there 
is abundance of boisterous Scottish humour, and there are 

pictures of scenes which set the solitary reader in the night 
season laughing merrily until his astonished dog wakes up t 
wonder what his master is at. This, the most spontaneous 0 
tributes, has been paid more than once during the reading of this 
book, particularly over the passage in which Eppie Tamson rout: 
the assembled Levellers with a potato ‘‘ beetle” (a round-head « 
club of wood used for bruising or mashing potatoes) on the 
Galloway hillside. 

But this is anticipation, which is a dangerous thing in 
dealing with a tale by Mr. Crockett, for the best of him, from 
the reader’s point of view, and the worst of him, from the 
critic’s standpoint, is that thee is always something stirring, 
somebody up and doing, in his pages. To tell the piteous, briet 
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tale on which too many novelists are content to hang drapery of 
words, with here and there an epigram, isan easy task. ‘“ Story! 
God bless you, I have none to tell, sir!’’ or next to none, might 
be the protest and the confession of most of them. But Mr. 
Crockett likes a plot, elaborate and coherent, in which somebody 

is always busy, with plenty of love-making and adventure in it, 
in which the reader follows with keen interest the destiny of 
every considerable character. Here, in the wild and simple 
Galloway of Levelling days, we have a whole community in 
many groups, and the fortunes of the various groups are 
cunningly intermingled. First we have Patrick Heron, Laird of 
Rathan (no longer living in the old Tower of Rathan Isle, but 
upon the mainland) ; his wife, formerly known as May Mischief, 
still young and comely, and the most spirited woman in the 
Stewartry; her son, Maxwell Heron, who is the principal 
personage in the story, and her daughter Grisel, who may best be 
described as a spirited but lovable minx. Then, over in Rathan’s 
Tower, are Sammle and Eppie Tamson, the former being the 
Laird’s ‘‘ doer,” or bailiff, and the latter the greyest mare that 
ever ran in double harness and the sharpest-tongued woman. 

There, too, is Marion Tamson, Sammle’s daughter by his first 
wife, a miracle of pluck and high spirits, who appears of nights 
in male attire as Captain Dick, the leader of the Levellers; and 
Sammle, too, when he dares, is mixed up with the Levellers also. 
Then, up in the recesses of the hills, is another group, with 

Hector Faa, the outlawed gipsy and reckless robber, for chief. 
With him are Joyce Faa, believed to be his daughter, very 
lovely and brave and steadfast; his faithful and desperate gipsy 
followers, Harry Polwart, Grice, Orr McCaterich, a disgraced 
dominie, all of whom he rules by the fear of death; Meggat, an 
old and wicked crone, of the: type without which no_ story 
of wild life in the hills of Galloway could be considered 
complete. Finally, for the moment, there is Silver Sand, 
Hector Faa’s brother, but not an outlaw, who is useful as 
an intermediary, an ambassador, and a counsellor all through 
the story. 

And now we have enough groups to start the story upon. 
Very early inthe day Maxwell Heron, swaggering, as a youth in 
the company of his friend Jasper, into a mountain shebeen and 
smugglers’ den, is, first, the unwilling witness of the preliminaries 
to the intended murder of two excise officers, whom he struggles 
to defend, and then a wounded prisoner in the hands of Hector 
Faa, who has a feud against his father, since he himself was 
greatly enamoured of May Mischief in the days gone by. It is 
at this point that the book is most charming. Up in the wild 
hills, on the one hand, is a wonderful mixture of comedy and 
tragedy. Joyce nurses Maxwell, and falls in love with him and 
he with her, although neither are fully aware of it. Hector Faa 
watches grimly, intending all the time to bring about the 
marriage. Harry Polwart, a fierce character and strongly 
drawn, wildly in love with Joyce, attempts to murder Maxwell, 
and all but succeeds, upon which follows naturally more nursing. 
Then up comes Silver Sand as ambassador from the Heron’s 
below, and, after an interview with Hector, offers to Maxwell 
his choice between marrying Joyce and death. Maxwell does 
not know his own mind yet, is full of foolish pride, and chooses 
death; and Joyce hears him, but is equally proud; so the 
misunderstanding begins. Maxwell is removed from the shieling, 
comfortless enough, to the stable, where he sleeps fettered 
to Grice, and next, while Hector Faa is threatening him 
with death, Joyce intercedes and promises to marry him if 
he will have her, which he, by this time knowing his mind, and 
having lost most of his pride in his bed among the stable litter, 
consents to with all goodwill. But he has not got Joyce by a 
long way yet, for her pride has been fiercely roused, and she 
does but make believe before Hector, having no other intention 
than to allow Maxwell to escape. The price she has to pay is 
marriage to Harry Polwart, the desperado, and so great is her 
iove that she is prepared to pay it. So Maxwell rides one way 
for Rathan in despair, and Joyce and Polwart ride the other 
way, and in a storm upon the mountains Polwart is blinded by 
lightning, but Joyce remains true to her pledge. 

Meanwhile below there have been great doings, meetings of 
the Levellers upon the hillside, tearing down of fences and tearing 
up of plantations, incursions of Eppie Sammle with her potato 
“beetle” before-mentioned, and actually a shooting at 
Hanoverian soldiers. Maxwell’s captivity, perhaps, has not 
excited quite so much anxiety as might have been expected, 
but his father (informed perhaps by Silver Sand) seems to act 
as if there were no great danger, and May Mischief has a shrewd 
suspicion that Hector Faa will not really injure her son. But 
at last she organises an expedition, consisting of herself, Jasper 
Grisel, and Marion Sammle, attired in Maxwell’s uniform of the 
Dumfries Fencibles, to go to see Hector Faa, although in 
reality she is moved rather by a mother’s jealous desire to see 
what Joyce Faa is like, than by anxiety as to her son’s fate. It 
were sheer pleasure to linger over this journey, with the many 
humorsome moments when the travellers meet real soldiers, 
with the pathetic incidents, such as the discovery of an evicted 
and aged couple by the wayside, but there are no 550 pages for 
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me. Suffice it to say that the journey is wonderfully well 
described, and that its oddities are legion. 

At last there is, as one might say, a concentration in the 
parish of Minnigaff, presided over by Mr. Hugh Penpont, 
formerly much attached to Mag Mischief. Thither come the 
blind gipsy and Joyce—to be married. Thither comes May 
Mischief with Grisel and Marion and Jasper, for she ‘‘canna 
pass the door o’ my auld frien’ Hughie Penpont without a hand- 
shake”; and thither also comes Captain Austin Tredennis, with 
his troop of horse, at the whisper of an informer. Out comes 
Master Penpont to perform the simple marriage service and 
begins it; Jasper steps forward to forbid the marriage on the 
ground that Polwart is a murderer (of the excisemen, remember) ; 
Polwart, blind as he is, begins torun amok as thoroughly as any 
Malay; and Austin Tredennis rides up with his troop of horse 
and arrests not only the fray but most of the dramatis persone, so 
Joyce, Polwart, and Marion, denounced by the informer, find 
their way to a temporary gaol in Kirkcudbright—the English 
officer will have none of the evil-smelling Thieves Hole. 

And now, my version of the story must move much faster, 
breathlessly indeed, leaving out many a point which Mr. Crockett 
makes at his leisure. Tredennis, who, by the way, is a fine 
specimen of the British officer, discovers Marion’s sex and 
connives at her escape. She changes clothes with Joyce and lets 
her escape instead; then Tredennis finds General FitzGeorge— 
a fine piece of satirical portrait-painting is the said General— 
making violent love to Marion, and assaults him; but the 
General, who has his good points, lets Marion go free all the 
same; and then, at last, the Levellers are up. So we move 
swiftly to a conclusion. ‘Tredennis, disguised as a Yorkshire 
drover, is discovered spying in the Levellers’ camp. Polwart, 
released from the gallows, because, at the last moment, the 
excisemen, whom he is supposed to have helped to murder, are 
found to be alive, appears in the camp intent upon the death ot 
Tredennis and upon marriage to Joyce Faa, and the Levellers 
are divided into factions, in which that of Polwart is getting the 
upper hand over that of Marion. There are some very striking 
scenes, in which a minister plays a noble part, when Deus ex 
machina appears in the shape of Hector Faa and his followers 
who clear away the mutineers in a very short space of time. In 
a moment all the mystery is solved, Joyce is not Hector Faa’s 
daughter but Viscountess Tredennis, cousin of the sturdy soldier, 
and all seems going well when a shell from the Hanoverian 
troops astonishes everybody. Follows a battle grim and great, 
in which Hector Faa and Silver Sand fight like demoniac heroes 
to cover the escape of the rest, and die successful. Eventually 
also follows happiness for all concerned, for Marion and Tredennis, 
for Maxwell and Joyce, for Jasper and Jamie, at the end of a 
book so crammed with rattling adventure and with really good 
feeling and spirit that it is a grief to part with it. CyGNus. 

k. W. WARDE FOWLER dedicates More Zales of the Birds 
(Macmillan) to ‘A. A. E. F., in memory of pleasant days in the 

summer of 1901.” The volume is not quite on the same plane as that 
of ** A Year with the Birds,” which appeared in modest elegance at 

Oxford in the eight.es, with its quaint dedication, ‘* Patri meo gui ancupts nomine 
avium amorem filio tradidit” ; for these are simple tales addressed to children. 

In them is shown a sufficient and complete knowledge of the ways of brds, 
small and great ; but, I confess, I vastly pre‘er those in which human beings 

are the principal actors and talkers. Soliloquies of birds, brisk dialogues 
between birds, conversations between birds and children, are unnatural in 
an ascending degree. Nevertheless, the story of the lark’s nest at Waterloo, 
and the soldier lad who found it and spared it, remembering the injunctions of 

the old village parson of his youth, is pleasant enough. The best of them 
all is the one entitled ‘‘ The Last of the Barons.” The barons are kites, and 
the secret of their nesting-place in Wales is known only to a bird-stuffer in 
a crowded provincial town, who is a true naturalist at heart. To him, at the 
same time come a pressing demand for rent and an offer of twenty-five guineas 
for a cluch of kites’ eggs, properly authenticated as British. [lis w.fe, of 

course, presses him to accept the offer, and he sends his son down to Wales 

in spite of his feeling that it is an outrage. 
“** Your mother will say I ama fvol ; but there are not half-a-dozen pairs 

left in the kingdom, and I can’t go and persecute them for these private 
collectors. There’s a lot of nonsense talked about these things—extinction of 

birds, and all the rest of it; but the kites are going sure enough, and I won't 
have a hand in it.’ 

‘©¢We must do this job all the same, this year,’ said Tom, ‘ for the sake of 

the rent, and then let ’em alone. We must pay that rent, kites or no kites, 

and sxe what’s to be done next.’ 
‘** Well, then,’ said his father, ‘you must go without me. You know 

where to go. There’s no County Council order there against taking the eggs, 

but all the same I hope you won’t find ’em. Don’t take a gun. I won’t have 

the old b.rds killed for any collection, public or private.’ ” 
At the same time he writes and complains t» the collector that nothing but 

sheer necessity is drivins him to the deed. He gets in return a cheque for 
twenty-five guineas from the collector, with a request to spare the kites’ eggs. 
And then he catches his son just after he has taken the eggs from the ey rie, and 

sends him up again to return them to the kites’ fortress. Then comes the 
telegram addressed to the collector: ‘‘ Your great kindness has saved two 
broods, mine and the kites.’” It is so seldom that one hears any good of 

collectors that the story almost appears to be true. 
Bird-hunting on the White Nile, by Harry F. Witherby (Kvow/edye 

Office), is a pleasant reprint of letters which were contrivuted by the author 
to Knowledve in 1901. They are modest and unassuming, and written in a 
bright and lively style. Tne only pity is that the author, as he frankly 
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confesses, is quite ignorant of mammalia, so that he was unable to turn to 
full account the opportunities he had of adding to our knowledge of the smaller 
mammals of Egypt. These appear to be very few, but it is a significant fact 
that amongst those which he did secure, three—a bat, a hare, and a mouse— 
proved to be unknown. Some of his observations concerning explosives are 
likely to be interesting to sportsmen, especially those in which he describes the 

effect of the sun upon the ‘ white powder,” with which his cartridges were 
loaded. ‘‘ After shooting ten or twelve cartridges one becomes quite deaf, and 
the recoil of the gun makes a painful bruise. Moreover, a strong, heavy gun, 

after a time, was so damaged as to become dangerous to use.” 
On the whole, I am inclined to think that Mr. Witherby’s charges 

frequently detonated instead of exploding, and that he is as lucky to have 

survived to write this book as his readers are to possess it. He will be well- 
advised next time to follow the advice that has been given to him, and to use a 
smaller charge as well as a cap of less dimensions, 

Zike Mouldon, by Orme Agnus, is a second work by the author of ‘ Jan 

Oxber,” which was more than a considerable success, insomuch that many people 
spoke of the author as a rival to Mr. Thomas Hardy. In this book, which is a 
collection of short stories, the author exploits the navvy, and does it uncommonly 
well, with a realism which occasionally makes one shudder. Certainly, since 
the account of the man-and-dog fight from the life which Mr. Frederick 
Greenwood produced years ago, I have read nothing so vividly horrible as the 
match between Zike and Snicky Harrup at the ‘‘ Spotted Dog.” The terms of 

the contest were, ‘‘Six rats a-piece, three minutes to a rat, most kills wins” ; 
and the plan of the contest was that successive rats were let out of a trap ona 
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round table, each being tethered by a string of rather less than the radius of the 

table, and that the men killed them wth their teeth. Such passages as this are 

strong meat, but there is no doubt that they must be digested by anybody who 

wishes to understand thoroughly the 
collier and the navvy. The aim of 

Mr. Agnus is to show us how much 
sterling goodness there is underlying 
the roughness of these gentry, and 

he realises his aim very successfully. 
In justice to the reader, however, 
it must be stated that his feelings, 
upon discovering the nature of Z7%e 
Mouldon will not be dissimilar to 

those of the shipwrecked mariner 
of the time-honoured fable who, 

prizing open a_ barrel which he 
found embedded in the sand of his 
desert island, was heard by the 

recording angel to ejaculate: ‘* Rum, 
I hopes. Gin, I fears. Tracts, 
by ——!” Nevertheless, the tracts 

are sound and human and well worth 
reading. 

The Missionary, by George 
Griffith (F. V. White and Co.), is 

quite another pair of shoes. It 
contains a missionary all right, and 
the said missionary is noble and self- 
sacrificing and all the rest of it; 
but,. on the other hand, it begins 

with a description of the manner 

in which the .hero’ comes to be 
a missionary, which is to my mind 
no less than an outrage upon the 

decency of letters. I place myself 
in the position of a maid:n aunt 
or godmother, looking cut for an 

improving book for a present to a 
young girl. I open the book at 
haphazard, and I find abundant refer- 

ences to the Sermon on the Mount 
and other holy things; and I imagine 

myself to have sent offthe book with a Copyright 
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nice little inscription, and then to happen on another copy, and to read it for 
myself. All I can say is that I should never dare, and if I dared I should never be 
permitted, to see that innocent girl again. For the opening chapters describe 
the wavs of the demimonde with a particularity and familiarity which are simply 
shocking. Possibly, in the cause of goodness, which may be assumed to be 

Mr. George Griffith’s object, rather than sheer sensation, this realism may be 

necessary, but. in all seriousness a book of this kind ought to be labelled in 
such a fashion that it cannot be given away rashly. I dare not give 
examples. 

To their useful and handy ‘‘Cathedral Series” Messrs. George Bell 
and Son have added Westminster Abbey, by Mr. Charles Hiatt ; Amzens, by the 

Rev. Thomas Perkins ; and Chichester, by Mr. Hubert C. Corlette, A.R.I.B.A, 
All the books have good and instructive illustrations, and all are confessedly i1 
the nature of compilations. But of their kind they are first-rate, and can be 

carried quite comfortably in the pocket by any person who visits one of thi 

great cathedrals. There can be few for whom the information in these 
convenient volumes will not be a godsend, and even those who have it at their 
disposal in their minds already will be glad to be reminded of it point by point 
It is an excellent thing that these workmanlike little books should have beer 
undertaken by a first-rate firm of publishers and that guides of this kind shoulk 
be removed from the incompetent hands of local booksellers. 

March though the month may be, the spring edition of Auff’s Guide ¢ 

the Turf for 1902 is as welcome as the flowers in May. For simplicity « 
system, completeness and variety of information, and absolute accuracy it leave 
nothing to be desired. It is as indispensable to all who are interested in th 

Turf or in horse-breeding as Whitaker itsel 
is to everybody. Higher praise could no 

be given. 

INTE R-OARSITY 

GOLF MATCH. 
UESDAY saw the tail end o 

the gale of wind which had 
sufficed to prevent Queei 
Alexandra from crossing thi 
Channel, Sea King’s daughte: 

though she is, and it made the con 
ditions of golf exceedingly difficult at 
Sandwich, where the eight young mei 
from Oxford were opposed to theii 
eight rivals from Cambridge. It is 
indeed plain to the naked eye that a 
boisterous breeze must needs be fatal 
to accuracy in long driving, in hal! 
strokes, in lofting strokes, in a word, 
to every kind of certainty save in 
putting—and even in that it can be 
no help. In these circumstances the 
play of the young golfers may be 
regarded as creditable to them all, for 
the scores were not abnormally high, 
and they would have been pardonable if 
they had been. Taken for all in all, the 

match was a very hollow affair, for Oxford won by 52 holes to 5, 
which was all but as good as their victory of 1900, when 
Cambridge never scored a point at all, and Oxford won 
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by 69 holes to none. But, for 
all that, there were some very 
pretty games, and the en- 
counter between Mr. Falk of 
Balliol, the Oxford captain, 
and Mr. E. Hill Thomson, who 
led the Cambridge players, was 
distinctly memorable. Each 
of these gentlemen played in 
a style which reminded us 
that in the seventies, when a 
certain Horace Hutchinson 
was an undergraduate of 
Corpus Christi College, 
Oxford, and University golf 
was very much in its infancy, 
Oxford was the nursing mother 

of an amateur champion who 
can still wield the club passing 
well, and use the pen effectually 
also. Mr. Hill Thomson, 
although his score in the match 
was nothing at all, is a fine 
player, but he must practise 
putting. After the turn there 
was a time when ke quite 
jooked like winning, but he 
missed a short putt at the 
ninth, and a two-foot putt at 
che twelfth. We would not impute nervousness to the captain of 
a University team, but it looks just a little like it. 
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some luck, but there is no doubt that he is a fine all-round 
exponent of the game. As usual 
had very little to do with the 
decision of the match. Thus 
Mr. Falk is credited with one 
only of the 52 holes which 
went to the credit of his merry 
men, while Mr. Bramston, of 
Magdalen and of Westward 
Ho! has no less than 12 to his 
name. Of these 8 were won 
in the first round, in spite 
of a vigorous resistance by 
Mr. McDonell, of Corpus, 
Cambridge, and sometime of 
Winchester, from which Mr. 
Bramston ought, judging by 
his name, to hail also. Mr. 
3everidge, of Christ Church, 

also went off in great style, and 
stood six up at the turn in the 
first round, but on the way 
home there was nothing 
between him and Mr. Hoff- 
mann, of Caius; and in the 
second round Mr. Beveridge 
again played well, going round 
in 84, a very praiseworthy 
performance for the day. Mr. 
Graham, of Trinity College, 
Oxford, is a promising player, 
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in team play the finest contests 

G. HOFFMANN ON 
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as might be expected from a brother of Mr. John Graham of 
Hoylake, for golf, like other games, has a way of running in 

families. Mr. Escolme, of Caius, a steady player, 
was the only Cambridge man to score, and he fairly 
made mincemeat of his Oxford opponent. 
final scores are appended : 

OXFORD. Holes. CAMBRIDGE. 
Mr. Bramston Rade ae Mr. McDonell 

MecKate 2... ws sec I Mr. Hill Thomson 
Me Watt... acs 6 Mr. Caldwell 
Mr. Beveridge ... ... {2 Mr. Hoffmann 

Whee GENE: cs cect 6 Mr. Nevile ... 

Mr. Graham meen 8 Mr. Bruce Kerr 

Mr: Fawhe .:. ... «-. fe) Mr. Escolme 

Mr. Hudson aie Coe ed Mr. Tennyson 

BOE” 0 oe. SS 

OER FIELD 

. . AND FURROW. 
HE Taunton Vale Foxhounds have a new Master in 

Captain Kinglake, Mr. F. 
the Old Berkeley in succession to Mr. A. Gilbey. 

Total 

Swindell having accepted 

This is a most satisfactory arrangement. 
Kinglake is a local man, and is already well known 
as a Master of Hounds. 

Somerset for two seasons. The Taunton Vale is a_ pleasant 
country; there is a good deal of grass, but there is also a 

He hunted the West 

certain amount of wire and some very big ditches. 

THE SAND BUNKER. 

This is the season of hunt meetings and hunt dinners and pleasant speeches 

But it is impossible to view the attitude of the Cheshire 

“COUNTRY LIiFE,"* 
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farmers without 

some —_suneasines3. 
No doubt many of 

them are not un- 
favourable to hunt- 

ing, but it is quite ‘ 
certain that others 

are. Nevertheless 
it must not be for- 
gotten that which- 

ever side the farmer 
takes he is en'irely 
within his rights, 

both moral and 
lesal. Tne view 

taken hy the 
Cheshire farmers is 

that, of the larse 
sums spent in hunt- 
ing, the farmer does 
not receive his 

share. This view is 

held elsewhere than 
in Cheshire, and 

therefore we must 

expect that, what- 

ever the result of 
the demands of the 
Nantwich club, the 

same demands will 

arise in other places. 
It is in the end on 

the question of 
money, I believe, 
that farmers have, 
or had, a grievance. 
Poultry and damage 
claims which are 

reasonable are not 
always settled as 

liberally and = as 

promptly as_ they 
should be. 

It must be 
remembered _ that 
although we hear 
of the discussions 

in countries where 
the farmers are not 
well disposed to- 
wards fox-hunting, 
we do not alwavs 
know of other signs 

which appear, such 
as prevalence of 

wire or scarcity of 
foxes. Fox-hunt- 
ing in country dis- 
tricts rests on the 
support of a strong 
public op:nion. If 
from any reason 
this support is 
weakened, the hos- 
tility to the sport, 

which is always 

latent, shows itself 
in various ways, 

which those who 
have had to do with 
the management of 
a hunting country 
will be at no loss to 

divine. When this season come; to be reviewed, it will be classed not merely as 
the most broken one of late years, but as remarkable for a number of fatal 

accidents to man and horse. These, however, I leave to the daily papers and 

turn to the record of sport for the few days between my last letter and an early 
day for going to press in consequence of the holidays. A snowstorm sweeping 
over the long exposed road that leads from the Langtons past Cranoe to Hallaton 

was hardly a preparation for the spring-like aspect of the day lateron. We have 
come to twelve o’clock meets, later breakfasts, and for mo:e distant meeis the 

reasonable comiort of a ten o’clock start. Allexton is one of the very outside 
fixtures of Mr. Fernie’s country, on the edze of the pleasant B-lton and Rid.ington 
districts of the Cottesmore. Allexton itself is a most picturesque vi!lage of an 

old-world sort, and the lane leading down to it from the Harborough side is 
very charming. In the village were some visitors of distinction —the Duke of 

Marlborough, Mr. Winston Churchill, and Count Larische, besides other well- 
known followers of Mr. Fernie’s. Tne fox in the tree was killed after a sharp 
scurry. We shall miss him, as he was generally at hand wien wanted. Then 

came a nice little gallop from Allexton over the road and towards Loddington. 
The run of the day was from Stockerston. A good hunt across to Merevale Holt, 
the: a sharp gallop down the slope and across the valley with half the pack 
to Stoke. After this, hounds settled to run, and men to ride, over the high 

ground by Uppingham and Sutton and the ground beyond. The pace was not 

strong, as the time (which could not have been far short of two hours) 
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shows. 
Another of the links with the hunting past has been broken. Mr. Steyning 

Beard, the Master of the Brookside Harriers, held his last meet last week. 
Talking over this pack with an older sportsman, he told me that he remembers 

when the hounds showed very strong traces of the old southern blood. It 
is many years since I ran with them as a boy, or rode with them over the 
pleasant Down country where they hunt the gamest of hares, near Rottingdean. 
Mr. Helme is to be the new Master of this pack, which have kennel-bLooks, 

JAPANESE IRISES AT WISLEY. 
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going back to 
1834. The present 
pack are Stud. 
Book harriers—- 

7.é., the offspring 
of hounds _ that 

have hunted har:-s 
, for three genera- 

tions. 

A Tey 

p'easant hunt is 
that of the Surrey 
S:azhounds. It is 

one advantage of 
stag-hunting in the 

Home Counties 
that you can, so to 
speak, choose your 
own country. The 
Surrey Stag Hunts 
have been popular 
in the district sinc 

the time when w 
first used to go for 
gallop with then 
in the days of chee: 

Mr. Tom Nickalls. 
The field can an 
do ride, and 
they have goo 

deer and a countr: 
of varied scent lon 
runs are rather th 
rule. I never mis 
a gallop with the 
pick, when I hav 

a chance, whic! 
nowadays is no 
often. 

It was, I hear, 
all hunting wit! 
the Cottesmore o 
Saturday, whe 

they met a 
Stapleford — Park, 
where Mr. and 
Mrs. John Gretton 

look after the foxes 
so well that it is a 
common joke that 

the foxes live in 
the trees, since 
there is not room 

for them on the 
ground. At all 
events, there are 
several foxes in 

trees in the park. 
Wymondham 

koughs was __ the 

place where the 
first fox was 
found. Scent was 
poor, and hounds 

had to work hard 

for the line, whic 
the fox made non 
the easier by a 

great deal of twist 
ing and turning 
“TT dislike Monday 
morning,” a friend 
of mine said the 

other day, and certainly horses are unpleasantly lively after their Sabbat 
rest. This and a high wind, which rose later to a gale, bringing with i 
showers of blinding rain, were the most exciting part of Monday’s sport. Thi 
Quorn could do little, and the Pytchley, meeting at the village of that name, 

had a very poor day. We shall have barely a fortnight more. 
The Hurlingham sub-committee are considering the names of the team \ 

play against America on May 31st and two other days, of which June 2Ist wil! 
be the last. The names most likely are Mr. Freake, Mr. G. A. Miller 
Mr. Buckmaster, and’ Mr. C. D. Miller. There are players some of us would 
prefer to Mr. Freake, who is very uncertain, but the selection of the others 
would arouse no dispute, they are so clearly the right men in the. right 
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place. 

The Late Mr.G. F. WILSON. 
HE announcement that Mr. G. F. Wilson, the father oi 

English amateur gardeners, has passed away will be 
received with sincere sorrow. Of his unfailing and 
helpful kindness to the groping amateur there must be 
thousands who would gladly express their gratitude, 

and readers of Country Lire from its commencement wil 
recall to mind many illustrations and descriptions of his gardens 
at Heatherbank and Wisley, where he planted thousands oi! 

flowers from all parts of the temperate world, in different soils 
or aspects for experimental culture. There the amateur could 
learn from this delightful teacher how to grow those things that 
required ‘more than a superficial knowledge of gardening to 
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understand, and in the woodland and hillside at Wisley is not only 
one of the most interesting gardens from the experimental point 
of view, but one of the most pictorially beautiful. 

Mr. Wilson was born at Wandsworth Common eighty years 
ago, and was a man of many attainments. He discovered the 
means of obtaining pure glycerine, and recorded it in a lecture 
delivered by him at the Glasgow meeting of the British Associa- 
tion in 1855, whilst the previous year he read a paper upon the 
value of steam in the decomposition of neutral fatty bodies. But 
it is as an amateur gardener that he is best known to the world 
at large, and Wisley was a Mecca to which those devoted to 
flowers wended their way more than once during the year to learn 
the way to grow those things that had proved failures in their 
own gardens. The writer of these notes has spent many happy 
hours with Mr. Wilson, both in the woodland at Wisley and also 
n the little cottage garden near his residence on Weybridge 
Heath, and so keen was this great gardener in the pursuit of 
irther knowledge that a new garden was started only last 
i\utumn, alas, never to be completed by this master hand. 

It will perhaps interest the thousands who have profited by 
\Ir. Wilson’s wide knowledge and kindness to know something 
f the beginning and progress of his horticultural work. The 
vriter has received, during many years of friendship, letters of 
nore than passing interest to the gardener, and in one of these 
sketched out a brief review of his gardening life and of his 

itense love for lilies. Mr. Wilson wrote: ‘“ My first work was 
ith an orchard-house. My sister, whose good garden adjoins 

ny cottage garden, was inspired by one of Mr. Rivers’s early 
oks to put upa large orchard-house. Seeing that this succeeded, 
put up, about forty-five years ago, one 6oft. by 2oft., but being 
1en a hard-worked man I had to prune the trees by candle-light. 
‘he rafters had proverbs, principally Spanish ones, pasted on 
iem. An amateur asked Mr. Rivers how it was that his fruit 
vas eaten by wasps while Wilson’s escaped? The answer was, 
How could they attack it with all these proverbs against stealing 
verhead?’ The next move was at a sale at Stevens’s, where 
iere were some lots of Japanese lily bulbs, supposed to be sea- 
unaged. The old stagers looked askance at them; I had hopes, 
nd bought lot after lot of fifties, cut down wine-cases, planted and 

put them in the orchard-house ; these turned out well. Among 
them was a beautiful lily, which was named L. Wilsom. This 

iccess led me to take up lily-growing bot! in the house and in the 
open, and Canon Ellacombe named me ‘ Lily Wilson.’ I received 
twenty-five certificates from the floral committee for lilies shown 
for the first time. In 1878 I had the chance of buying Oakwood 
at Wisley (where heathy land is not worth £1,000 an acre, as it 
is at Weybridge), a farm of about sixty acres, with an old oak 
wood and many sorts of soil. 

“My business work having been mixed up with many 
experiments and inventions, this place gave just what I wanted— 

cand new field and plenty of work. The wood had not been 
disturbed for many hundreds of years, during which time oak 
leaves and bracken decaying had made a great depth of vegetable 
soil. This, with the light loam of the hill, gave great capabilities. 

‘“‘Rhododendronsand many other such plants grow vigorously 
and look after themselves. With a mixture of loam lilies are 
happy, and in beds in full sun the early irises, calochorti, ixias, 
and many bulbs liking hot places, flourish. Iris Keempferi 
having succeeded on the banks of our ponds, and now, having 
a rather damp six-acre field of good soil, we made a wide 
winding ditch, planting these irises in damp soil. These were 
beautiful, so we have made a larger, wider ditch. A great 
gardener who has a beautiful and successful garden of her own, 
on going round with me, said: ‘I don’t know what to call this 
place; it is not a garden.’ Andon my assenting to this, said: 
‘I think it is a place where plants from all parts of the world 
grow wild.’ This, being what I aimed at, was very comforting.” 
In this modest sketch of his life Mr. Wilson gives no idea of 
the great services he has rendered to horticulture. For, though 
he writes of lilies and Japanese irises, he makes no mention of 
the thousands of plants and shrubs from all parts of the world 
that find a home at Wisley. Neither has he said a word about 
the many articles, letters, and notes constantly contributed to 
the horticultural Press, recording almost every stage and incident 
of his garden work. 

The world of horticulture has lost a man of rare charm and 
great determination. He delighted in having around him friends 
devoted to gardening, and the book in which visitors wrote their 
names is a register of more than passing interest. A bright day 
for Mr. Wilson in the history of Oakwood was when the late 
Mr. W. E. Gladstone spent a few hours in the woodland, a visit, 
we believe, he repeated, so delighted was the great statesman 
with the rich variety of flowers and the beautiful surroundings of 
this peaceful retreat. It is a garden in the truest sense, a flower- 
land in woodland, and with every plant teaching the lesson that 
gardening is an art that demands patience and deep knowledge 
to win success. 

Mr. Wilson was a Fellow of the Royal Society and a 
member of the council of the Royal Horticultural Society, 
and instituted the one-guinea subscription. He also formed ore 
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of the band of Victoria Medallists of Honour. A busy and 
useful life has closed, but Mr. Wilson’s friendship will remain a 
pleasant memory to thousands of amateur gardeners throughout 
the world. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 
FAMOUS OAKS OF ENGLAND. 

{To THE Eprror oF **CouNntrrRY LIFE.” 

S1r,—With reference to your picture of the Tilford Oak, the followinz quotation 
from Murray’s ‘* Surrey,” etc. (1865), may be of interest: ‘* Cobbett, writing 
in 1822, says he showed his son this oak, ‘ which, when I was a little boy, was 
but a very little tree, comparatively, and which is now, take it altogether, by 

far the finest tree that I ever saw in my life.’ He must have been mistaken as 
to ils size when he was a boy ; but few will differ from his later opinion of it. 
It is undoubtedly one of the finest oaks in the kingdom. It is still known as 
the King’s Oak, by which name it is mentioned in the Charter of Henry de 

Blois to the monks of Waverley in the year 1150. A Bishop of Winchester 
(Brownlow North) many years agu gave orders to have the tree cut down, but, 
accord.ng to Mau.n‘ng, the people of the tything, hearing of his intention, ‘drove 
in a great number of spikes and large nals to prevent its being cut.’” I may 

add that one of the largest and most ancient caks in the county is Crouch Oak, 
at Addlestone.—A. C. D., Weybridge. 

OTTERS AND SALMON. 
[To THE Eprror oF ‘*CouNntTRY LIFE.”] 

S1R,—There is a question that I much shouid like to see discussed by some of 

your readers and contributors who are skilled in the ways of river-haunting things. 
It is common in pictures to see an otter represented with a s:lmon lying ona flat 
stone, with the obvious suggestion that he has just fetched it out of the river for 
his dinner. What I want to know is will an otter, a single otter, kill a larze 
salmon? I doubt it. I have neverseenitdone. On the other hand, I have seen 
this: I have seen a salmon carry or drag an otter, thit had fastened on him, 
right across a river to the opposite bank, when both disappeare!, and I am 

fairly confident that that otter, and he was a fine one, did not catch that salmon, 
which I put down as a twenty-pounter. Undoubtedly otters do kill salmon, 
but I have an idea that they do so by hunting in small packs of two, three, or 

four together, turning the fish from one to the other, and so actually clea:ing out, 
just as you may see seals on a Norwegiin river clear out, a pool of its salmon. 
But the stap!e food of the otter is, I believe, trout-—fine trout of 2lb. and 3lb 

Of course many people say his staple food is the eel. I wish I could think so. 
The seals are actually of service occasionally in Norway in driving the salmon 
up the rivers from the lowest pools. I have known them lie in a pool for a day 
or two, and when it was cleared out they would drop dovn to a lower pool 
again and hunt the freshly-run fish. --Q. G. 

ROOKS AND GAME EGGS. 
[To tHE Eprror oF **Country LIFE.” ] 

S1r, —Now ancther shooting season is past and gone—and a good one it has 
been in most places—owners of shootings will be turning their atrention 
towards preserving during the coming breeding season. For a good many years 

the eggs of game and wildfowl have been extensively destroyed by egy-sucking 
birds, principally rooks. Carrion crows and magpies are now pretty scarce in 

many districts, and where pairs of these birds make their appearance to nest are 
easily dealt with by keepers. Rooks, on the other hand, simply swarm in many 
places, and now nest in most counties of the British Islands. Formerly rooks 
were considered not to destroy many eggs, but durinz the last twenty years 

their destruction has become alarming. The reason of this is undoubtedly 
caused by the great increase of gulls, starlings, lapwings, and other insect- 
feeding birds, which now devour the food formerly taken by rooks. The birds 

mentioned have multiplied greatly since the passing of the ‘* Wild Birds Protec- 
tion Act” of 1880. The rooks have, therefore, Leen driven to hawking for eggs 
during the laying season, and quarter all kinds of ground about as closely as a 
pointer or setter when hunting for game in the shooting season, with the result 
that large numbers of game and wildfowl eggs are yearly lost. There is no 
remedy for the evil but by destroying the rooks by all available means. Shooting 
the old rooks at nesting time is a good plan, and the best time to commence 
such work is about the beginning of April when the rooks begin to sit. 

Shooting by moonlight is the deadiiest method, and whenever the April moon 
gives sufficient light for the purpose is the time to start. Nitro powder should 
be used ; the smoke and sparks of black powder are too alarmjng for the rooks. 

Raids should be made on all rookeries, as far as possible, during April and the 
early part of May, and great energy shown when the moon g.ves sufficient 
light for shooting. Rooks can also be shot during the daytime by erecting 
bough shelters under their nests to hide the gunners. The rooks killed by 

these methods are principally hens ; therefore few egus are allowed to hatch, but 
what young ones come forward should also be destroyed. By such means 
rooks can soon be reduced, and at several places where it has been systematically 
carried out game and wildfowl have increased greatly. Wet seasons have 
in too many cases been blamed for the scarcity of game caused by rooks. The 
rooks also canker the tops of the trees they build on and frequent, and cause a 
lot of valuable timber to die. They are also a great pest to farmers, by 

destroying their grain and turnip crops, and certainly we should have fewer 
people going about the farms with guns during the months of June and 
July, under the pretext that they are scaring rooks off crops, were these 
birds greatly reduced by kecpers. Game, especially pheasants, would 

thrive better and stray less if they had at their disposal the grain and 
insecis devoured by rouoks. Some faddists say, without wit or wisdom, that 

everything would soon’be eaten up by grubs and worms were the rooks reduced ; 
but such is quite wrong, as grubs and all kinds of insects are required to cause 
the fertili:y of the earth, and it is quite possible that, with the hand-rearing 
of pheasants and the increase of gulls and starlings, that there are too many 
birds preying on the insects, some of which also form the chief food of moles. 
However, no bird equa’s a cock pheasant for picking up grubs and wireworms. 

Sportsmen need not grudge their keepers plenty of cartridges for destroying the 
rooks, as they will soon be rewarded with more game and better sport. Some 
people preserve rooks in order that they may have some shooting at the young 



ones when they appear on the branches. They then blaze away at them, often 
with rifles, but I have to point out that such work gets sportsmen into the 
habit of taking a slow, stiff aim, which afterwards spoils them for game shooting, 
especially driving. Where summer sport is wanted, a clay-pigeon trap and clay 

pigeons will give admirable practice, and put shooters into good form for the 
game of the following season, as the pigeons can be thrown single or double to 

represent birds flying in various directions. I have, therefore, to submit these 
lines for the earnest consideration of those who are, like myself—A KNIGHT OF 

THE TRIGGER, 

MUSHROOMS FAILING IN PASTURE. 

[To THE Epiror oF * CouNTRY LIFE.” ] 

S1r,—Mushrooms used to grow in fair quantities in the park here until recent 

years, when a gradual falling off was observed, and last year there were practically 
none. The park in question is situated in the north-east of Scotland, is very 
well sheltered, and about 350ft. above the sea. The soil consists of rich loam 
with a sub-soil of fine sand. It has been in grass for certainly 100 years. I am 
very anxious to know by what means I could restore to the park its former crop. 
The park is grazed by horses, cattle, and sheep. —K1INCARDINESHIRE. 

[Our correspondent is not alone in his disappointment, through the failure 
of his land to produce mushrooms. It is by no means an unusual occurrence. 
As to the reason for it, it is impossible to ; vint to any one specific cause. If 
the condition of the land should remain favourable for the growth of the 
mushroom, the spawn will go on propagating itself for ever, but the mycelium, that 
thread-like part of the spawn which spreads and distributes itself throughout the 
soil in the early autumn after a hot summer, is very sensitive, and a prolonged spell 

of cold and wet weather at this season would seriously check its activity. In our 
correspondent’s c.se it may Le purely local. Cattle and sheep can do no harm, 
but in the case of horses, especially those with shoes on, it is not at all unlikely 
that, by their heavy tread, and in the act of galloping about in wet weather in 
the autumn, when the mycelium is active, they may have had something to do 

with destroying the crop. One way of re-establishing mushrooms in pasture is the 
following : First decide on the quantity of land you wish to plant with spawn, 

as on this will depend the amount of manure you have to prepare. Holes should 
be dug out at 12ft. apart, they should be 15in. square, and I12in. deep. Cut 
the turf first 3in. deep, as this will be wanted to put on again when the 
holes are filled with manure and the spawn planted. The holes should be filled 

with manure to within 3}in. of the surface, five pieces of spawn, 3in. square, 
inserted in each hole—one in the centre and one in each corner on the surface— 
and the whole made as firm as possible by treading with the feet, and the turf 
put on. Tread the latter as firmly as possible, and cover with soil to the depth 

of }in. to prevent the sun from burning it before the grass begins to grow again. 
Fresh horse manure is the best medium for starting the growth of mushrooms in 
pastures. This should be prepared, as for growing mushrooms in the ordinary 
way, in the following manner: Collect fresh manure from the stable every day 
if possible, and spread it on the floor of some cart or open shed where it is safe 
from rain, and where it can be dried by the wind. After it has been in this 

position for about ten days, form it into a heap, where it will ferment and become 
very hot in the course of four or five days. Then it should be opened and spread 

out for an hour or two for rank gases to escape. _‘It should be heaped up again 
for the same length of time and again opened out for an hour or so, afterwards 
heaping it up again for the last time, when it will be ready for placing in the 

holes. In collecting the manure it is necessary to collect at the same time one- 
fourth its bulk of the short strawy litter that goes with it. It will give out heat 
for a longer period by the addition of the litter. The best time to plant the 
spawn is towards the end of April, when the soil has become fairly warm. 
Should the summer prove very dry, the spawn should receive a good soaking of 

water towards the middle of June and again towards tfie beginning of August 
(through the turf, of course). Should all have gone on welland the weather been 
favourable, mushrooms in plenty will appear at the usual time— namely, the end of 
August—and continue well on into October. The spawn must not be more than 

one year old at the time of planting, and should be of the best quality. As 
spawn is rather expensive to buy, we should advise intending planters to first 
experiment on a small scale, and if the trial proves a success, they will then 
have confidence in planting more extensively with a reasonable hope of liberal 
returns. It is easy for anyone to make their own spawn at very little cost, and 
those contemplating the planting of spawn on a large scale should do so, or the 
cost per acre would be heavy. — Ep J] 

A PIG-EATING SNAKE. 

[To THE Eprror oF ‘*CouNTRY Lire.” ] 

Sik,—Periodically there arises a newspaper discussion on the enormous 
swallowing capacity of snakes, and I think possibly the accompanying 
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illustrations may help those of your readers who are interested in the subject 
to realise a snake’s power in this direction. The reptile shown was shot ina 
rice-field at the back of my bungalow, not because of any evil he had done, but 

for the sake of his skin. In fact, in this country snakes deserve encouragement, 
rather than otherwise, as they serve to keep down the extraordinary number of 
wild pigs, which are increasing so rapidly as to form a positive danger to the 

agriculturist. This snake measured 7ft. 6in., but even considering his size, the 
meal he had partaken of must have caused him considerable inconvenience, for 

when discovered he was quite unable to make his escape, and fell an easy prey 
to the skin-hunting natives. Although of so formidable an appearance, these 
snakes do not attack human beings, and, but for the instinctive dislike which 
most of us have to the emblematic enemy of mankind, and the commercial 

value of their skins, they might very well be allowed to carry on the struggle 

for existence without human interference. Alter all there is a certain amount o/ 

poetic justice in a snake eating a pig, for it is well known that pigs are deadly 
enemies to the smailer members of the snake tribe. It is said that a rattlesnake 
cannot penetrate the thick hide of a pig, and that therefore pigs are largely 
bred in districts infested by ‘‘rattlers.”-—B. C., Java. 

CANNIBAL TROUT AND A SURVIVAL. 

[To THE Epiror oF ‘Country Lire.”} 

Sir,—A friend of mine, who is a medical man in large practice, and too busy ~ 
as well as too shy to write personally, has a true trout story, which will, I am 

sure, rejoice many readers, some of whom will be abie to locate the story. In 
his waiting-room he has a small aquarium containing amongst other fish a Loch 
Leven trout, which he hatched out some two years ago. The other fish, 

especially smaller rainbow trout, grow beautifully less in numbers. Not 
long ago the doctor introduced a small tench, which he intended to transport 

to a country pond later; but the tench disappeared down the voracious 

maw of the big trout. Fully twenty-four hours after the disappearance oi 
the tench had been noted, the doctor had 

occasion to catch with a hand-net some gud- 
geons which were also in the aquarium, when, 
to his great astonishment, the disturbed trout 
disgorged the missing tench, partially digested 

but still alive. Its scales and part of its tail 
had disappeared, but life was not actually 
extinct in it for twenty-four hours moree The 
story of Jonah becomes easier to understand 
in the face of this extraordinary survival, which 

certainly makes it clear that the digestive juices 
of a trout act very slowly. Perhaps, by way o! 

parallel, I may mention that, on my cutting up 
the biggest conger I ever caught (he was nearly 
6ft. long—-not very large for a conger, of course, 

but still the cook was afraid of him) I was 
astonished to see a fair-sized red crab walk 
gaily out on to the slab on which the post- 

mortem was being carried on. But that was 
‘arely a couple of hours after the conger had 
been caught, and the Loch Leven trout beats 

my conger as completely as the tench beats my 
(or the conger’s) crab. It is of no use to 
sign a fish story with a pseudonym, so I affix 

my own name, which to most of your readers 
will be totally unfamiliar.—J. FE. VINCENT, 
Chelsea. 
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